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anucaonene ESTABLISHED 1912 15 CENTSuKKunuBbaeaMOMHi
IN FULL CEREMONIAL DRESS at the Tsartlip Indian water 
audience with his dancing skill. (Review photoby B. Mertens).
I'ostival this weekend Ernie Phillip.s delighted an appreciative
Kinsmen Sidney Days Three Days Of Festivities
Special to The Sidney Review 
Two RCMP officers wearing 
Scarlett tunics and riding hor­
seback will head off this year’s 
Sidney Days parade July 1.
Sgt, Alan Tomlins (old The 
Review he and Const, Mike 
Slywchuk have been asked to 
lead the 2.7 mile trek from Third 
and Malaview to Sandown Park, 
Tomlins also said there will be 
eight regular constnble.s and 
eight auxiliaries on duty the 
entire three days.
Kinsmen Sidney Days 
Chairmen Fred McCullough said 
the parade will highlight the 
weekend festivities with 411 en­
tries from Sidney, Victoria, and 
Abbotsford,
The parade beginii at 11 a.m,, 
McCullough said, and will go up 
Third to Beacon, along Beacoii to 
Rerdhaven, down Uesihaven to 
Ardwell, across the highway and 
into Sandown,
Following the two Sidney 
constables will be a t’,)VI van 
with a running commenUjry on 
the festivities planned for the 
weekend, McCullough said.
There will also bt» two or three 
marching bands, ho said,
A ishultle sorvico between 
Ucatmn Plaza Mall and ,Sandown 
will leave the mall every half 
hour, he said, and go across the
highway at Beacon and into tlie. 
fair grounds. From the grounds it 
will cross the highway at Mc­
Donald Park Road, travel along 
Ardwell and Resthaven l)ack to 
the parking lot.
,Sidney Kinsmen have been 
working nearly every night in 
preparation for the celebrations, 
McCullough said,
'i'he grandstaiui has been 
scraperl aiui hosed down, con­
cessions for hot dogs, hain- 
tnirgers, candy I loss, and otlier 
(air-tyi)e foods have b(!en brought 
in, a stage has been built, a fence 
has been erected around (he 
Bavarian Beer Gardens where 
\^’im' and beer will ho sold 
Saturday and Monday,
Studo
Studio West photographer 
Bernadette Mertins will be 
mingling with the crowd 
throughout the weekend snaiipu'g 
enndi(l shots of anyoiu’ and 
everyone.
The pietiires will he on dis|)lny 
at Beacon Avenue .shops•- Gren 
Bill Mens Wear, Sitinc'y Bar- 
hership, Alexander Gane ,Vlens 
Wear and Sidney Arls and Crafts 
- for about two weeks.
Lat(?r this w'eek the Klnsmeti 
Iniild two wallvvvays across the 
racetrack aiul inst/ill some l,,s(Ki 
feet of extension cord for night
lighting.
There's go admission charge 
and donations can be given at (ho 
imtrance to Sandown Park.
More tlian 7,000 programs have 
IxH'n printed ;md most of llu'm 
circulated in this week'.s review,
Inside the prognims .are entry 
forms fora ono.wook Iriji fur Iwa,
to Reno.
All proceeds from the Kinsmen 
Sidney Days will go towitrd the 
construction of the lacrosse box 
on Resthaven Drive.
MeGullough is optimistic there 
will he enough money raised 
from the celebrations to have the 
box built this Year,
MEDIATOR ME® 




Special to The Sidney Review
A mediation officer has been 
appointed to intercede in contract 
negotiations between North 
Saanich council and the 
municipality's fi\’e outside 
employees.
Mayor Paul Grieve told The 
Review negcliations broke down 
after three sessions with a 
council committee comprised of 
Aldermen Wilf Price, John 
Lapham, George Cumpston and 
Grieve, and Outside Works 
Foreman George Hartshorn and 
Canadian Union of Public Em­
ployees negotiator Tom Smith.
The first two meetings lasted 
about IV2 hours, Grieve said, and 
the last meeting was finished in 
seven minutes. *
Council is currently awaiting 
legal advice from Cecil Branson, 
the municipality’s solicitor, on 
whether North Saanich is able to 
oppose the appointment of the 
mediator on the grounds that 
“the union has failed to negotiate 
in good faith’’ by putting forward 
“non-negotiable demands,” 
Grieve said.
No further meetings are 
scheduled until council has heard 
from Branson, he said.
Continued on Page 2
"The day after his election as an 
alderman in Central Saanich, 
Percy Lazarz was admitted to 
Rest Haven Hospital with a 
severed index finger.
Lazarz told The Review he 
caught the finger on his left hand 
in the V-belt pulley of the feed 
conveyor.
“It all happened so quickly,’’ 
ho said.
He was rushed to Rest Haven 
emergency and put under heavy 
sedation until the doctor could 
operate.
“1 think they’re going to save 
it,” he announced cheerfully.
He was released from the 
hospital Monday morning and 
was at the hall Monday evening 
to he sworn in as alderman.
He was still in committee 
meeting at It):30 p.m.
Beacon Avenue Marina 
Application Squelched




Sidney council's refusal of 
Island View Marina Limited’s 
proposal to build a tiOO-boat 
marina at the foot of Beacon will 
likely be “detrimental'' to the 
people who opposed the ap­
plication. George Strieker part- 
owner of the company, told The 
Review.
“Why on earth they couldn’t 
see that I don’t know,” Strieker 
said.
Island View’s application for a 
zoning extension, which would 
allow the company to build on 
water leased by the Town, was 
refused Monday by a narrow 3-2 
vote.
The company, which already 
owns a 7.4-acre water lot 
north of Beacon Avenue’s 
government wharf, applied to 
lease an additional five acres to 
allow room for more floats.
Approximately three acres of 
upland property, owned by the 
company, is now zoned marina 
G2 and commercial.
COUNCIL PACKED 
The council chambers were 
packed with waterfront property 
owners and other citizens who 
strongly opposed the changes 
which would result from the 
proposed development.
After the hea ring was closed 
Aid. Chris Andersen moved to 
table the matter but no-one would 
second the motion; Andersen then 
moved to approve the application 
and Aid. Peter Malcolm seconded 
that motion.
Malcolm later opposed the 
motion but explained he seconded 
it merely to bring it on to the 
table for discassion.
A motion was then made to 
extend discussions to the next 
council meeting but that motion 
was defeated,
After heated discussion, the 
motion to approve the application 
was defeated with Aldermen 
Wilkie Gardner, Pat Merrett and 
Peter Malcolm votingjagainst it. 
Aid. Stanley IJren was absent. ■ 
At the hearing Strieker 
de.scribed the application as “a
EUBKE
Sidney Review
considerable improvement over 
last year.”
The company had applied for 
an additional Ul-acre water lot 
last year but was refused. 
BREAKWATER EXTENSION 
Under the new plan the existing 
3.50-foot breakwater would be 
extended to about 1.300 feet and 
the main part of the breakwater 
would be between 600 and 1,000 
feet from shore.
Strieker told the meeting the 
company was attempting to 
minimize blasting and dredging 
which could possibly cause some 
erosion of the shore.
Lawyer Louis Lindholm, who 
represented 27 waterfront 
property owners, asked Strieker 
if the company had consulted an 
Continued on Page 2
Post Office 
Closed July 1
Sidney Post office will be 
closed July 1. Normal holiday 
service will bo provided for 
sfMicial delivery, mail receipts 
and dospatehes, and street letter 
box collections,
I’his ypuhg^lad took great interest 
in the: weekend Tsartlip Indian 
Water Festival held; fn Brent­





Closed Circuit T. V. 
To Victoria Hospital 
Program In Form 
Of Pilot Project
BY PAT MANNING 
Special to The Sidney Review
Saanich Peninsula Hospital is 
being considered as a possible 
location for an innovative and 
exciting new concept in rural 
medicine.
The project, proposed by Dr. 
Hugh MacGuire, director of the 
centre for rural health, would 
provide instant advice from 
specialists in urban centres to 
hospitals in remote areas using 
satellite communication.
A patient in a rural hospital 
could be seen on closed circuit 
T.V. and diagnosis and advice 
regarding treatment could be 
given, in conjunction with local 
doctors, by urban specialists.
The project as envisioned by 
MacGuire and his colleagues, 
would provide for a model health 
delivery system which when 
developed would employ “the 
existing resources of the com­
munity while taking advantage of 
the highest levels of available 
technology in all related areas 
including education, training, 
data processing and com­
munications.”
In other words the special 
services and knowledge which 
are accessible to those in larger 
cihes would be made available to 
patients in rural areas, s
MacGuire reported in a 
release put buit by the?(centrenf6r| 
rural health ;v‘^e. haw rbcratly 
been granted die use of satellite;
Continued on Page 2
Tills youngster took a sneak preview Monday evening at the Sandown 
Park stadium grounds where the July Lst Sidney Day Parade will 
terminate. An outdoor show and midway will be two of the features at 
the racetrack, (Review photo)
MAYOR QUIETLY ASSUMES OFFICE
Viviicloiis,Sidney photographer Bernadelle Mertens 
look a practice spin about Tsehurn Harbour llie 
other ('Veiling liv one of Philhrook Shipyard’s new 
/lulling luKitii,
”1 was most imin'es.sed,” saidMiss Merleii.s, 
herself (lit accomplislu’d rower. ”lt i.s an ex­
ceedingly ta.st boat i( anylhingis going to lieat John 
Newman's dugmit in Die Gri-at Sidney Rowing
lleviewone of these willl"^
Eight of the higli speed craft have been eon 
stnieted in the local t)oalyard, ’’The de.sign has been 
modified a great deal from John Newinan’.s 
flugout,” said a spokesman.
"Four of these new craft will he powered by 
musctilai' young bniles from Sidney,” comntorited 
the spokesman,
In a quiel ceremony at Cenirul 
Saanich municipal hall Monday 
evening Jean Mary Butler made 
a declaration of office and took 
the oath of allegiance to the 
(Jueen, becoming the fifth mayor 
of Central Saanich. . ^
In the municipal by-election 
last Saturday she captured liOO 
votes easily defeating her op­
ponent former Snanich school 
board trustee (Jordon Ewan who 
received 455 vote.s.
She also took the Capital 
Heglon Board seal, with 
51)1 votes defeating Aid, Dave 
Hill, 4011 votes jind Percy Lmm, 
342 votes,
On Monday evening Lazarz




MICRO-OVEN No Heat Cooking
Oven
llOlOiiP Oonrtr'f) DV»'Ofi»rfln"i fi-iOkina
shlUt lor ofl&v f.ltirtolno ^
U»roo 1,5 cu, (t. oven can ac 
comroofiato « 50 to, lurkoy 
iVilcro (Irnwnor steak nrili (or
tiirowolnri and laarmn 
‘ ilhieldfitt tilflfti wividov; (or a 
Dnirosi cyr.le
Slmplo loopnratn, llowr and ciufn- 
door
Complniniy 'iaro ovnn cannoi I'pai ain
i.r/e-.-i door ii i.ic-.c'U
BFAT the
AT
was sworn In ns nldorman and 
t(M)k a seat at the council table 
once again. Lazarz had been an 
aldornian for six yearis and was 
defeated by one vote In the last 
election.
In this by-election, caused by 
the (lea111 earlier this year of 
Mayor Arclilo Galbraith, Lazarz 
obtained (loi votoii defeating 
former alderman Ted Clayards, 
5:ift votes,-',
There Were approxImntoly 
1,300 of the 3,3(10 eligible voters 
who cast ballots at polls In the 
municipal hall, Keating 
elementary school and Brent- 
wood elementary school,
n.5 Volt — Cdui he plugged In 
anywhere *49900
IS1L,AMII FUMMITURE




Automnde Temp (Control 
Perma quick Installittlon Kit 'ii
t’enlrlfiiigftl Jtlower for' Quieter ''"'- ■‘"''■w' 
Dperntlon. - '
««0 HTU Wood Grain Panel i’i
®SW *299“
i
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NEW CONCEPT IN RURAL MEDICINE
PARKLAND SCHOOL PAINT-UP COMMITTEE 
re-painted the damage to Robinson’s store caused 
by their school mates while celebrating graduation. 
Bill Nasby of Sidney Paint Pot was colour con­
sultant.
Committee members are Eleanor Elliot, Student 
Council President, Wayne Jones, Marryannc 
Gowan, Don Gowan, Ron LeClair, Mike Perodeau, 
Janet Hadden, John Elliot, Phil Frazier and Carla 
Christiansen.
Continued from Page 1 
communications facilities by 
Telesat for medical research an' 
demonstration purposes and 
propose to use it for obtaining 
specialist consultation, long 
distance interpretation with 
■ervo mechanistic control of 
operating and calibrating both X- 
ray and medical laboratory 
functions, conducting training 
programs, administrative ac­
counting and medical recor­
dkeeping functions and analysis - 
plant maintenance and sur­
veillance.”
In a telephone interview from 
the Queen Charlotte Islands 
where he has been heading a 
hospital, Dr. MacGuire told the 
Review he would be having talks 
this week with Louis Lindholm, 
president of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Board and 
' Claude Butler, vice-president, 
PII.OT PIIOJFICT 
He will be having discu.ssions 
with them about the project and 
considering the possibility ol 
using Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
as a i)ilol project.
The use of Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital would be contingent 




Continued from Page 1
oceanographer or an en­
vironmentalist to study tides and 
flushing action in the bay.
Strieker said there had not 
been time before his presentation 
to council.
Under Sidney’s marina bylaw 
there must be one parking spot 
for every two boats and Lindholm 
pointed out that about three- 
quarters of the upland property 
would be blacktopped for 
parking.
- NOWISHFOR ‘ 
HOTEL',■
“We don’t really want a hotel 
there,’^ Strieker said.
The plans did not include dry 
storage, boathouses or an outdoor 
repair sh6p,he said, but did in- 
Lclude a restaurant, offices, two or 
i three stores, a SSOJopt visitors 
: dockv and a gas:dock^ t
There are currently 10 rental 
units son jpropprty^ che s^ 
and most of them would s be 
removed.
A number of people raised 
questions about boaters using 
their heads while mbbred, 
parking and traffic problems, 
where the boats would come 
from, who was going to pay for 
the breakwater, and tidal action 
Bruce Pendergast, of the 
provincial fish and wildlife 
department, said, “Our 
resources are being nickelled and 
dimled away”
He told the meeting his 
department hadn’t had time to 
carefully study the bay but the 
area is “fairly good for water 
fowl during,ithe winter” 
Pendergast described the area 
as “a potential shellfish reserve’’ 
and asked council to hold off on 
Its decision until the area had 
lieen properly .studied.
Lindholm told the meeting his 
clients "unanimously oppose’’ 
the application and some of the 
property owners have lived there 
many years.
POl.LUTION CERTAIN | 
Tidal current studies and en­
vironmental impact studies 
should have been made before 
Strieker's presentallon. Lin­
dholm said, adding there’s ‘‘little 
reason to doubt’’ the propo.sed 
marina would iMillute the bay.
Sidney's water problem alorie 
should be "fatal’’ to the ap­
plication, he said, and llie Town 
has not approved any multiple 
dwelling units since 1972 beenuHo 
of water problems.
Island View's uppllcntlon ls 
"well down the list" of water 
applications, he said, and tlio 
development would require a.s 
much water as 92 single dwelling 
"" unlta. ' '
U could be "three, four or five 
ycai'B’’ before the (JapituI 
Regional Board brings water to 
the peninsula, if at all, he said, 
and there’s no need to zone the 
area for marina until the water 
situation Is resolved,
"Ohee you allow the zoning to 
go forward, there’s 111 lie way yon 
can hold it bnek,’’ Lindholm said.
Sidney's recreation facilities 
are inadequate, he said, so "why 
nhotddn’t th»<! eoun- 
cli. i. preserve one of the last 
remaining l>eaches in the Sidney
property value, he said, and 
council should “not allow them 
(Island View) to make a profit at 
the expense of existing property 
owners.
Think of what 500 boats is 
going to do, if it’s in front of your. 
property.”
BLASTING POSSIBLE 
Strieker told the meeting 
there’s “nothing that can stop 
us” from extending the break­
water into the bay, dredging and 
blasting, but the company did not 
wish to do that.
Aid. Gardner asked Strieker 
what the company would do if the 
application is refused and he 
replied, “What we’ll most likely 
do is do some dredging, and 
blasting and so on.”
Gardner, then asked if Island 
View Marina Ltd. would consider 
selling the property to the Town 
and Strieker replied he was not 
prepared to discuss the sale of the 
property.
After the hearing was closed 
Gardner told council, “I still feel 
thaL they (upland property 
owners) are the people that 
should be considered and I think 
that Louis Lindholm brought that 
out welLT only hope that his bill is 
not too high for those people who 
: hired him.” ” ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
“Heel, honestly, they’re trying 
to ram this thing through,” said 
Aid, Merrett adding the new plan 
differs little from last year’s.
Aid. Andersen became angry 
and said council would not be 
protecting the upland property 
owners by refusing the ap­
plication because Island View 
could go ahead with other plans 
which might not be as desirable 
as the ones presented to the 
public hearing.
Strieker told The Review he 
felt the people were against any 
change in the area rather than 
the specific proposal.
He said the company is losing 
money by paying about $(5,1)90 a 
year in taxes and Island View will 
be forced to do something with 
the land and water lot,
Continued from Page 1 
The two key issues are job 
classifications and length of 
contract, the mayor said, and the 
union members are asking for the 
same job classifications as 
outside workers in Saanich.
Saanich, however. Grieve said, 
has 400 outside employees 
compared to North Saanich’s 
five.
Our workers must be more 
versatile”, he said.
Everybody’s got to do a little bit 
of everything because it’s a small 
municipality.”
Under the Saanich contract 
each employee’s job is clearly 
defined under the various 
categories, he said, and if a 
similar agreement is reached in 
North Saanich the municipality 
would need to “double the men 
for the same output.”
For example. Grieve said, one 
of the Saanich classifications 
stipulates the employee ; is 
required to operate a 100-horse 
power rubber tired loader.
North Saanich has a 45-horse 
power rubber tired loader and, 
under the Saanich classification, 
the employee could refuse to 
operate it, he said.
The municipal committee has 
told the union representatives 
they “must have a classification 
that describes correctly the 
versatile labour function that 
most of the employees perform,” 
he said.
The municipality is prepared to 
give the employees wage parity 
with Saanich employees, he said.
The union has asked for a one- 
year contract, he said, which 
would expire Dec. 31 when 
contracts in other municipalities 
expire. '
Council does not agree to a onc- 
year contract because it would be 
valid only four or five months 
before negotiations for the next 
contract begin, he said,
Grieve said wage increases 
would be “marginal” if council 
agrees to a one-year contract. 
But if a t\v(vycar contract is
signed the union has asked for a 
$2.93 an hour increase “across 
the board” between the first and 
second year, he said.
In other words, the unions have 
asked for a 64 per cent increase 
which is “four times” the an­
ticipated inflation rate. Grieve 
said.
Outside Works Foreman 
George Hartshorn told The 
Review the municipality’s five 
outside workers can’t “dictate” 
to the numerous other CUPE 
members and a common expiry 
date with other contracts is 
necessary.
With wages for other union 
members increasing as rapidly 
as they have been recently “we 
can’tgofor a two-year contract,” 
said Hartshorn.
The North Saanich employees 
received certification early last 
March, he said, and if this was 
not their first contract they would 
have agreed to a two-year con- 
:tract;
Job classifications are 
necessaryi “so our men have a 
title of some sort,” he said adding 
the employees wouldn’t be 
“confined” in their work.
One man could have more than 
one classification, he said, but he 
should be paid for doing more 
than one job.
In North Saanich an employee 
who drives a truck also lays 
gravel, he said, and receives “no 
compensation for labouring.”
Hartshorn said he feels the 
contract will be easily resolved 
with the appointment of the 
mediator, P.G. Dowding of 
Burnaby.
“We’re not rnad at the 
municipality and the 
municipality’s not mad at us,” he 
said.
a Victoria hospiUil.
A local Victoria doctor, who di( 
not wish to be named 
but who has been working on the 
project, said a hook-up with St. 
Vincent Hospital in Vancouver is 
also being considered. In that 
case, a satellite hospital in the 
X’ancouver area would probably 
be used for the pilot project.
The idea, he said, would be to 
test how effectively the com­
munication system worked and to 
■ iron out all the bugs” over a 
I distance of about 20 miles before 
i estctblishing it in a remote area 
i like the Queen Charlotte Islands 
' and having to broadcast over a 
; distance of (UK) miles.
; IJndholm said he and Butler.
I along with various governinent 
officials, had been to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands to look at the 
liospital there and have talks with 
MacGuire, about what can he 
done in outlying areas in regard 
to rural medicine.
He said ho would he having 
discussions with MacGuire 
••as to whether we can play any 
role in a pilot plan in the concept 
of rural eommunily medicine.”
He emphasized the whole 
matter was simply at “the 
talking stage”.
“We are listening only,” he 
said. “If we think the project is 
worthwhile and we can play an 
effective role then we will con­
sider taking an active part in it,” 
IDEAL SYSTE.M 
The determination of the ideal 
system for the health care 
delivery system and what would 
be economically attainable 
should be the responsibility of 
medical and communication 
specialists, MacGuire said in a 
brief on communication needs for 
health care delivery purpose.
MacGuire said, the centre 
for rural health has received a 
grant of $10,000 toward the 
$250,000 needed and a promise of 
$10,000 for next year from the 
United Church of Canada
Medical Association to get the 
project off the ground. He has 
also received encouragement and 
vime funding from the federal 
and provincial governments and 
talks are in progress at the 
moment. While in Victoria this 
week he will be registering, 
under the Society’s Act. a Cor­
poration for Rural Medicine.
He mentioned the great in­
terest shown in rural medicine ot 
-jx-cialists in the Victoria area 
who have made regular trips to 
the (Jueen Charlotte Islands to 
offer their advice and assistance.
As of .luly 1, MacGuire will be 
moving to Victoria to continue his 
work on the project.
& JBocouto
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Paper and Vinyl Wall Coverings 
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THE MARINE SERVICE CENTRE
OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
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Sidney .Aldermen Pat Merrett 
land Peter Malcolm will be get­
ting a new’ park for their birth-
In a letter to couitcil Monday, 
the Sidney Lions Club said they 
had completed the development 
of Melville Park and wanted to 
turn it over to the Town.
July 14 was selected as a 
suitable date for the occasion. 
Both Merrett and Malcolm will 
be one year older on that day.
MrWs
CHARBROILED STEAKS









LmdlioUii Mid SlrieWeii und liiti 
partner^ Pot Stewart, di«erv«!d 
conncirs attention as properly 
owners, but other ncatLy 
profterty owners also dchorve the 
same attention,
The proposed marina would 
have an artversts effect on
I wish l« thank the reiddents of Central Saanicli for their excellent support 
thePolis.o«i Saliirda.y, June 22, 1374, ami a r.pcciM Umnlvyrni to those 
who etected me as your Mayor and Regional Hoard Director.
1 am fully aware of the respousihilities I will assume and can
assure you I will contiuuf loTcrvc our 
Munklpality hi a responsible and 
democratie maimer and to the \
utmost of my ability.
I'll II’ luvil'i u
,1 <,•,null ivv t ip(. 11;
lul. rH'li i', e V dll piM I
i’-i time '
’SAFE DRIVING.' - ' 
MAKE rr A WAY OF life:
\ niui i
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CANOE SINKS 
IN FESTIVAL
In a moment of high drama a 
the Tsartlip Indian Wato) 
F'estival this past week-end, th( 
11-man canoe Maria D. was hi 
broadside as it swept into a turr 
doing between eight and nint 
knots.
The canoe was extensively 
damaged and just made it back to 
^ ‘3 shore before it sank, Samuel
^ .Ml w ■ / i Sam, festival chairman told The
Review Monday.
Approximately 1700 people 
turned out to watch and cheer on 
the Saturday and Sunday af­
ternoons as the canoes flashed 
through the water in an exciting 
H display of skill and endurance. 
In the main event 11 -man canoe 
races the 'rasartlij) canoe* 
Saanich No, .Niue, built liy 
Samuel Sam. won the S.aturday 
event and came in a close second 
behind the Saanich canoe Lady 
Ksther on Sunday afternoon.
Other races included the mixed 
event, doubles, singles, ladies 
and “buckskin" events for !)oys 
1(5 and under,
A crowd gathered around the 
stage whenever Ernie Phillips 
and Chief Hummingbird and his
One of many interested spectators at Saturday’s Indian canoe race portr^ in
(Review photo) dancing and song the legends of
the Indian people.
WE BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING
. *8 , 'f](V
j-' ‘ ,
•. ■ ■nV ^ i' 'I
' • ‘V L:. v< r'
*4^'
Highest Cash Paid for Used Furniture
Appliances Tools What Have You,
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
®()c Pargain House
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
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THE WHOLE FAMILY BENEFITS IN 12 WAYS
e COMPLEXION « DRINKING
• SHAMPOOING • COOKING
Fifty foot racing canoes had their Saturday. Some of the canoes 
hulls waxed before entering the came across from (he mainland 





» COFFEE - TEA 
• WATER HEATER 
« APPLIANCES 
® PLUMBING
Call (i52-:t(i(i.5 now for a free water analysis and installation
estimate
vmmmm.
880 Clarke Rd., Brentwood Bay, B.C.
, Chief llninminghird of the Tsartlip Indian band pcrfoiTned a number 
. of intricate dances for specUUors attending last weekend’s water








TUN CANOK.s, mimned by eleven mun crews spurted into action 
following firoing of the shirting gun during the wecki'nd festivitii'.s ai 
thoTsartlip Indian Fc.stival. A local crew paddling ”l'he Saaaicli Nine’ 
won the long distance raci.', (Review Rholo).






















ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7006 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
New Store Hours 8-S Mondnv Thr.. «ni—r-rlinT^-eif-nrrtrrTr'ii'ii
"/'// only ho livp maw clayfi, lion, "Dad's camiri/i hame Fluff. 
liji'cdmJadsfarme," You hadar liava a hath!"




BEACON AT FIFTH 056-1022' %>■ t.»«, Cmtit15' y»iii»nin i)i.M
Retween II p.in. and 8 a.(n.ynii can call (nn.sf 
places in lt.C. for only 25 cents a minute '7fc»oim*rf 
iiiaxinmm,statton-lo-station,lf you dial 





























65 Old's F85 
Hard top
V8 auto, ps. ph., 
buckets, 
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Tsardip Indian Water Festival
If All Sidney Day’s turns out to be the success that the 
Tsartlip Indian Water Festival was, in terms of spec­
tator appeal, then its organizers will not have worked in 
vain.
The Brentwood Bay Indian displays of canoe racing 
and traditional dances serves two purposes: first 
and most important is that it keeps 
alive chrished traditions, including songs and dances, 
that otherwise ro.ight fade out of being.
The second purpose is the unique ‘home-based’ en­
tertainment it provides area residents each year. Chief 
Charles Elliott and Samuel Sam, who both played a 
prominent role in organizing the two day festi val are to 
be congratulated.
Something Worthwhile
Central Saanich alderman Dave Hill brought up an 
interesting idea during a committee meeting Monday 
evening. It is simply this: that any new development 
proposals for the municipality should have contained 
within them specific monetary considerations to provide 
for service demands created by the land going into use.
In other words a developer would be requested to pay 
for any excessive funds his project might set upon the 
area: such as arterial roadways leading in: down­
stream drainage facilities: street lighting: sidewalks: 
street signs and even a proportionate sharing of extra 
municipal administrative charges.
At present there is but a charge of $100 per lot levied ; 
this is essentially to provide for costs of procuring 
parkland for the incoming residents.
Such a pittance, says Alderman Hill, is hardly ap­
propriate in this day and age. “I’d like to see the fee 
more around $500 a lot.” recommends Hill.
With land and building costs escalating as they are 
even this figure may ‘be too low. However, we hope 
Central Saanich and her neighbouringmunicipalities 
fgiye some thought to the matter. If a similar attitude 
had been prevelant when Sidney was undergoing its 
subdivision biHb pangs the residente today could be 
enjoying amenities, such as sidev/alks, that other 





At Sidney, B.C., on June 
1974, Mrs. Ella Woodeson, age 81 
years. Born in Albury, New South 
Wales, Australia, and had been a 
resident of Central Saanich, B.C., 
for the past 21 years, late' 
residence, 6456 Patricia Bay 
Highway. She leaves her husband 
Stan at home, her daughter, Mrs. 
J.J. (Nola) Rodeman, An­
chorage, Alaska; grand­
daughter; sisters, Miss Nola 
Chandler, Victoria, B.C., Mrs. 0. 
(Dulcie) Emery, Norwich, 
England.
Cremation arrangements by 
the Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses Sidney, B.C. “My mind is 
full of the greatness of God’s gift 
to me when He put you at my 
side. Keep this thought of mine in 
your generous heart.”
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
s jsest Friends
The Same
BY JACK SCOTT 
It seems to me now, looking at 
Andrew, that all the dogs in my 
life have been pretty much the 
same dog. They’ve each had their 
own strange dimensions, their 
own personalities. But they’ve all 
been mutts.
Andrew himself is typical. 
Nearly everything he does 
reminds me of an endless row of 
dogs whining at the gates of my 
memoiY. Like Andrew, it seems 
now that they all sat loosely on 
one hip and never square on their 
flanks the way most dogs sit, Like 
Andrew, they all had the same 
outlook on the world, a com­
bination of amiable curiosity and 
just plain bewilderment and in 
the dogs that reached an old age 
this always remained.
I am thinking now of a brown 
spaniel named “Rex", who never 
really .solved the wonderful 
mystery of a log fire and was 
gazing incredulously into one 
until the day when, as if it were 
the most natural thing in the 
world, he died.
Andrew is ptwhaps a little more 
awkward tlian any dog 1 ever 
had, but they were all wcH'fully 
short of grace. Ac mi pie walked 
off-eentre, unaware of this death 
blow to their dignity, and one 
named “Mike" with a strain of 
bloodhound in him always 
proceeded with his black nose an 
inch above the ground and 
frc<|uentjy ran into (he sides of
< ‘IlOUSOS. ■
They have all Ihich mongrels, a 
word meaning mixture of breed ' 
and full of love.
Many people buy dogs with 
some purpose in mind. To 
retrieve fallen birds or to point at 
game or Iwcause of the character 
of a thoroughbred. I would like to 
say that ! Imve bought my dog,s 
iKJcause I prefer the subtle 
Hhadings of cluiracler tluit come 
from a more abandoned an- 
eestiw. I don't, however.
Nino out of ten of the dogs I've 
tiad were bought, recklossly and 
on a sudden whim, mercly 
' hccaurc they loehcd lonely In n 
lietshop wiiidow or a« if they’d be 
kind of friendly to have around 
'"Em house. '
■, They arc not good for anything
fancy and when other people talk 
about tlic exploits of their dtvgs <a 
fellow told me Iasi week about hitf 
red isetter which keeps freezing to
Editor, The Review, Sir:
May I congratulate you and 
your staff on the excellent 
coverage of the Central Saanich 
by-election. Well done. May I also 
thank all those friends and 
electors ; who supported my 
thoughts on our municipal 
government.
Ted Clayards,
121? Mt. Newton Cross Road.
Saanichton, B.C.
a point at a caged canary) I have 
nothing to say.
One of my editors, for example, 
is fond of telling of his hunting 
dogs which apparently do 
everything but drink rye and 
shoot the birds down. It would 
probably add little to the con­
versation to mention that I once 
had a dog which barked angrily 
at the rain, probably figuring it 
was up to no good.
I have long ago given up trying 
to train my mutts to anything but 
a sen.se of shame about marring 
the living room rug. All of my 
dogs have been sensational at 
retrieving old fish heads, 
bringing them proudly to lay in 
their master’s lap, but nonmount 
of patience will icaeh them to 
firing hack a stick. To a dog they 
liave looked at the stick, then 
biTck to me. with a look which was 
ixitienl, full of love, aimisernont 
and incomprehension, ;
Andrew himself i.s probably the 
worst-named dog we ever bad. 
Hew’iis called that lor his donor, 
but bo w.'is bora to Ih* a "I’nl” or 
’’Hover'', 1 mean, he is so dog- 
like! There is a deep sadness in 
him.Dbserved unaware.s, he 
appears to be pondering some 
immense problem, Hut li you 
.-^mp your linger.s his whole
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I would like to express through 
your paper my heartfelt thanks 
arid, praise to the management 
and staff of Sands Chapel at 
.Sidney.;,;
Recently ^ dost a very dear 
friend and the kindness and 
helpful service of the manager, 
Mr. Lonsdale-and his assistant 
Mrs, Bath, a pioneer resident of 
Sidney, loved and respected by 
all could not be surpassed 
anywhere. We certainly are 
fortunate to have these services 
here in our community. Also the 
kind and comforting words of the 
clergy blending with beautiful 
organ music.
These people are doing a 




pointing turn-out. However, those 
who did attend had a most en­
joyable evening.
Our grateful thanlts to our 
sponsors, especially Constable 
Steve Chater and all who assisted 
with the running of the dance. We 
also wish to acknowledge the 
generosity of the persons w'ho 
have given us financial 
assistance.
Yours truly,
Judity Lewis, on behalf of 
the executive.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Wo thought your readers might 
ho interested to learn that the 
Central Saanich Police Force has 
sponsored a youth group for Hie 
peninsula, known as S.P.Y, - 
Saanich Peninsula Youth, to he 
run on similar lines to the 
Saanich .SPOT,
We held onr first official dance 
a( (he Saaniciiton Agricultural 
Hall on Sauii'day night, hiring 
one of the host liands in the area, 
and unfortunately liad a disap-
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I would like, through your good 
offices, to thank all those-who 
took an' interest in ycominimi^ 
affairs and;voted in last Satur­
day’s Geiitral Saanich byelection. :
While 1 share the disap- > 
pointment along with all those 
who voted for me in my not 
having been elected, I am 
nevertheless satisfied that two 
objectives w'ere accomplished;
(1) The people were at least 
given a choice and candidates 
W'ere forced to state their 
positions as a matter of record,
(2) There w-as a substantial 
demand for the better conduct of 
municipal business and the next 
election can now be fought 
strictly on performance whilst in 
office.
I would also like to commend 




15th recognized as Magna Carta 
Day in British Columbia schools, 
with some iristruction on Magna 
Carta and other charters which 
form the foundation for our 
liberties which all English- 
speaking nations enjoy.’
I think that a knowledge of the 
long struggle for constitutional 
liberties will impress the young 
students with a greater respect 
for liberty within Hie framework 
of the law. In short, it seems to 
me that the schools should em­
phasize that liberty within the 
framework of the law' is the only 
liberty. It should be stressed that 
iri democratic countries, such as 
Canada, changes should only 
come through the ballot box.
■Again, I; triarik you for your 
helpfulness in printing my ar- 
'ticle;
Cordially yours, .<
Wendell B. Shaw 
336 Simeoe Street,
Victoria
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Last Wednesday my wife and I 
drove along the waterfront in the 
vicinity of Victoria. It took a half 
hour to make the five minute 
drive.
The cause of this?
Untold thousands of people 
w'atching a nayal and air display. 
One might think it dangerous to 
have such. We just could come to 
our senses and ask what about it 
all. =
Our tw'o billion dollars a year 
expenditure is nothing but w'aste. 
We have no enemies as such. At 
the NATO meeting in Ottawa the 
British foreign minister said we 
must show; the East that we are 
strong enough to resist attack: 
How long do we put up with that 
rot.; '
The East say they want peace 
and disarmament. They offer this 
on our terms. At least Khrush­
chev did long ago. We should find 
out if this is true at the present
time. Shaw once said “Make a 
world, not submit to one”.
How long are we to be bam­
boozled? If we saved the two 
billion spent on useless defense it 
would make Mr. Barrett’s effort 
to benefit British Columbians 
mere puniness.
, If the men and women in our 
armed forces were put to useful 
work how much more of this 
world’s goods could we have. 
Isn’t that what we are after?
Some of us may go along with 
Wm. Morris as he tells us “The 
very last thing people want is to 
reduce their needs to a minimum 
in order to achieve the ideal of the 
simplicity of life.” Be that as it 
may. We at least should not put 
up with this unbearable waste. 
Does any candidate in the present 
campaign bring the matter to our 
notice? I wouldn’t turn out to vote 




At Sidney, B.C., on June 22nd, 
1974, Mr. Charles James Collier 
Cox, aged 80 years, born in 
Stoney Creek, Ont., and a 
resident of Sidney, B.C., for the 
past 44 years, late residence 2318 
Oakville Ave. Predeceased by his 
wife, Alice, in 1965, and son, 
Donald, in 1973. He leaves his 
sons, Leslie, Sidney, B.C. and 
Frank, Victoria, B.C.; daughters. 
May Nunn and Elsie Stockall, 
Sidney, B.C.; 14 grandchildren 
and 15 great-grandchildren; his 
sister, Mrs. Ethel Horne, 
Hamilton, Ont.
Service was held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C., on Wednesday, June 26th, 
1974, at 1:00 p.m., Rev. D. Eddie 
officiating. Interment in the 
Hatley Memorial Gardens.
MOFFATT
In Sidney, B.C., on June 20th, 
1974, Mrs. Ella W. Moffatt, age 88 
years. Born in Merrickville, 
Ontario, and had been a resident 
of Sidney; B.C., for the past 18 
years; late residence 912 Mount 
Newton Cross Road. She leaves 
her niece, Mrs. J. B. (Edith May) 
Gillis, Ottawa, Ont.; nephew, 
Walter David Lee, Ottawa, Ont; 
sister, Violet Dell Carley, Em- 
brun, Ont
Service was held in the. Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Tuesday June 25, 1974 at 
3:00 p.m. Rev. R. H. Pratt of­
ficiating. Interment in file Royal 







11.00 a.m. Holv Communion
Rev, W. Dobson 652-3860
l-Hlitor, Tlu> Review, Sir;
1 deeply approcinto the printing 
of rny Magna Carta article in The 
Sidney Review on ,111110 l2Hi.
The prinling of llv ;u’tiele will 
liolp me greatly to achieve my 










Wednesday H p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Sorvico at
First Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaise Cres, Royal Oak 
PASTOR RON KOCH 383-7077 
Church office 6,'16-2721


















“Hy the 'time 1 was five 
year.'} (dd, I had spent halt of m\' 
life hiding in a barn.''Thh-i is till 
aiipenrance chamges and ho looks i ‘beginning ol AniiY’harney's new
up with idiotic joy,
“Hess” stands Out in iny 
memory beemiso she was the 
only consi-sleiU dog we ever had. 
She was always gloomy and 
sleepy, We had two dogs Hum, 
I’orgi and Hess. I’orgy and I 
never really imdersbKid “He.s.s”, 
She was a white eockei* wilh 
kidney-shaped patche.s of brown. 
She w ould lie hy the hour with her 
jaw re.sting on one paw in aiF' 
attitude like “The Thinker” ami 
even as a puppy no amount of 
goading by Porgy ,would stir her 
into a frolic. Slie svouid merely 
roll one bored eye in his diri'eiion 
in a gesture of wearydiwlate. 1 
never saw her tail send a signal of 
fileasure, In.slead. when patted or 
admired, she prixluced what I 
van only dc.aTtbv nr a ''lovv rmi!<' 
It was a sluK'k to ev ei yiwdy 
who knew her when AM! went ou< 
to her kennel one morning and 
found her sound iTsl*'<qv 
surrounded by ten newimrn 
mult'i. The only thing am; could 
figure was that .shewalkMl uyher 
sleep,
book, IMlHUVi). Like The 
Diary of Anne Frank, it is the 
ixwsonal aceouni of lier .survival 
during HieSeconii World War and 
the iH’cupatlon of Polnnd.
Thednvigtiier of n wealHiy ,lew, . 
she was bidden in a loft lor two 
and a half .sear.s liy a woman who 
demanded money, rings, wat- 
('hes. and niomentos for hiding 
the few Jews who could alford it 
Ami's story is told simply and 
sensitis el>, .wiihoui sen- 
tlmcnta!it>: Ina world gon,e mmi 
Hiis child saw desinielion and 
death as nornnil and e\eryday 
oeeurnnees, “Honibed inii 
Vndlding;, r;lv-, cf rril'hl, 
caverns gouged out liy hands 
all had become shelters, 
Everywhere we went, people 
swarmed ov|'r tiie rums deter­
mined to surviM','*
Ife.scutd liy a Ru.ssian soldier. 
Ann, her mniher, and her aunt 
w ('re taken to Uohryd. There the 
l»t-as(tnts brought with tliem "not 
onl\ Hioir farm pruiUivt', Isuf als 
a r6 !( vid'ielv oi luvtiry items,
niddeii fiy some 01 Dobryd s 
Avoiilthiest eilizeus," Ann 
iTinrney describes the 
iinrgaining tor scraps of food in 
the marketplace: (lie Incredible 
liungt'r. lyllrt and dt*s|;»air that , 
lingered over (he ruins,
Yet then' were momeiit.s of 
my; her first taste of ice cream, 
■f tfusted my precious ptiro 
base . nothing on earth could 
luive induced rue to rush through 
the experience. I lingered over 
'■ach mouthful, \'uri smiled at 
me, 'Don't worry, soon tiiere will 
1)0 ice cream every day for all 
children'"
Tlicre was also Hie tmie,,\\hen 
per mnther risked her lite 
■ stealing .sugar from the Hussiuii 
soldiers to hu\ Ann a new dri'ss 
,‘viid she remenihi'i'smglit.H utien 
he was lield under a candle light 
".liilt' her moilier and aunt 
■tcarclu'd her head lor lice
5'et llftlo-ya if eel ft depret-i-ffie 
I'ook, It is matler-of-fact and 
frank with all fhe fortliright 
,’oniTty of the child, Ann. and it is 
i ■lied o fth the eenrage of .1 f.'onily'' 
“ ho survived dt'SpiK' great odds , 
D«!tr,>il Ls now avail.ible through 
Me .‘'■ainey-Norlh Saanich Branch 
of the pt-eional Librarv,;
1‘ENTEl'OSTAL 
ASSEMHI Y DFGPD 
9182 K, .Saanich Rd, 
Rev, E.C. Harper
.Sunday School 9;'1.511.111, 
11 lUO a.m. Morning Wondii|) 
Evangelistic Service 7;00 p.m
. Tuesday i;
Hible Study and Prayer 
A warm,welcome awaits yon.
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Hay




Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship "
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 





ST ANDREW’S CHURrH 
:ird St, Sidney 
2BIocksSofHoacon 
B.OOa.m. Holy Communion 
11,15 a. m M orning Prayor & 
Baptism
9925 - 5th St. 656-3544 








9 ,30 a m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and Sundn.v School 








Prayer S-Pralw Woonoway 8'OOp.ni 




Prayer & Bible Study
Je.su,s said
“I am the Light of the World”
"Vm' invite you in altcnd and 
enjay (he teaching from God’s 







in M«imnii*(Ti i.lonwion* to Iho
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
(ip()foci«i»a m/ifh ol r*»p»r.( 
«>iirl(i«ivnly (ot fnr,o»rr,h, inrt 
Dhouii'J tj» («V»n. o( miiisti to fis; 
cmadoni* Avdnum. Vielonn Cmcm »r« 
»»ni |,a (he bereaved end *n oKicinI 




' 2355 Oeacon Ave. 
Sidney
Sunday, June :f(), 1974
9 15 n m Simdiiv Bible School 
U.od m' R«'V Weltinginn 
Mulcva of Kenya 
'J'.fKi p,m. The Fall of Jericho
Pasfor Darrel Eddy 6.56-5612
SAANICH PENINSUU 
CATHOLIC PARISH
Rev H, Cunningham 
652-1909
(U R LADY <»F THE 
ASSI \1PTIOv
7726 W, Saanich Hoad 
Saturday Mas,s ' Hp.m,
Sunday Mass 9 a.m.
SIDNEV AND NORTH 
SAANICH
Rev. R, Hori Pratt 






Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m, 
Wednesday
Bible Study 7:30p,m.
""".... "I......... . |,| MiiiiMniiMmiMgam,||,„^ni,||,||,|^|
W,E CAEE
D»dlo<U«>d to Sorvion 
sonaiblo pricoii
Your «lx community chapels
Sands Chagat ol Rosas 
Fourth Stroot
ST, ELIZAHEl irSCRUUai
RMUO Third St. Sidney 
Sunday lo.ij
(*1. 11. t >5 iM U. 
Weekday Mansesv 
Tuesday toKridayT.JUa.iri,
ST. JOHN'S-AND ST. PAIUJK
One.St-rvIf’pOnlv
nt.St. Panl'KiOiOOa.m,
CENTR AL SAANICH 
UNITED CTlUriCHES 
Rev. John M, Wood, R.A,. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Man,w6r.2'2T4n
, .SHADY CREEK,. TJaO KahS 
Saanich Road
Family Service and 












The lergeNt Indepemlent, fam­
ily owned end controlled chf»tn 
In Cnnedn, Sand* alnce 1912, 
Yon ere welcome to come In 
to any of our chapels and see 
the reverent inurroundings.








wmm mm at sheep breeders’ DAY
Aubrey Temblett of Sid­
ney, well-known with the Saanicli 
4-H lamb club, was one of the 
winners at the Island Sheep 
Breeders’ field day and barbecue 
last Saturday, held in the Duncan 
Fair Grounds.
The evening prior to this event. 
Mr. Len Higginson. who haa 
recently been on a trip to 
Australia and New Zealand, to 
purchase a Southdown ram. gave 
the members of the Sheep 
Breeders’ Association a very 
interesting talk on his visit, 
together with slides of the New 
Zealand and .Australian sheep 
farming. At the field day. con- 
testant-s received trophies and 
cash prizes, as well as produce.
In the butchered lamb 
category, the live animal was 




.vliile the slaughtered carcacs 
was judged by a local butcher. 
Winner in this categor>' was 
Aubrey Temblett, with a tropin 
and, cash prize; second place 
went to another Sidney resident. 
Mrs. Sheila Johns, with a sack of 
dairy mash, donated by Clark & 
Cordick; third prize winner was 
John Harris of Lakes Road. 
Duncan, who won a sack of oats 
donated by Borden’s; fourth 
place was Blaise Fitts of Duncan.
The fleece competition was 
won by Mr. and Mrs. Pat Crofton 
i5f Prospect Lake, who won a 
trophy and cash prize; second 
place John Harrison of Maple 
;3ay who picked up some hand 
shears for sheep trimming, 
donated by Buckcrfield's; third 
prize also picked up by Mr. and 
-Mrs. Pat Crofton who won a sack 
of oats.
There are over a hundred paid- 
up members of the Island Sheep
Breeders’ .Assn., including sheep 
birmers from the Gulf Islands 
and all of Vancouver Island. A 
representiitive from each area is 
on the e.vccutive and they desire 
it known that any and all local 
sheep farmers are welcome to 
•oin - it is not necessary to be a 
pure-bred sheep farmer.
Mr. \V, Pitts of Duncan is the 
president, while Mrs, 11. W. 
h'elderhof of Sooke is secretary. 
Either of those people, or Mrs. T. 
.M, Thomson of West Saanich 
Road will be only too pleased to 
supply further information in 





In your Frienai^y Sidney 
Safeway Store Wc Reserve 


















Some 40 youngsters are expected to walk 10 miles 
this year in the Sidney Lions Club Walkathon.
W Bill German
told The Review the walkers, between 10 and 14- 
year-olds, are being sponsored for up to $10 a mile.-
The walk begins at Tulista Park and there will be
‘energynine checkpoints along the route where 
food” will be available, he said:
Last year the walkers raised $600 which was used 
for park development, German said, and this year’s 
proceeds will be used for Lions’ projects in the 
community. •
Starting time is 1 p.m. Sunday, June 30.
' V
ESQUIMALT-SAANICH CANDIDATES ^ \ 
EXPRESS VIEWS ON NORTH SAANICH ISSUES
Local federal candidates have 
expressed opinions in response to 
North Saanich Mayor Paul 
Grieve’s request for their views 
on government projects within 
the district.
Agreement between federal 
and municipal governments on 
construction of the 
Oceanographic Institute, in­
crease in the grant to improve 
fire protection at 'Victoria In­
ternational Airport, proposed 
enlargement of the airport and 
restriction of airport noise were 
the subjects discussed,
Conservative MP Donald 
Munro, NDP candidate Peter 
Smart and Liberal candidate Don 
Joy agree that development of 
the Oceanographic Institute 
should be a matter of agreement 
between federal and district 
gover.nments, as it will affect 
local residents. The three can­
didates also agree that North 
Saanich should bo given a larger 
federal grant so its Volunteer 
Fire Department can assume 
fuller responsibility of fire 
protection at the airport.
Munro is unsatisfied with the
THANK YOU
discussion concerning Airport 
development and feels that in too 
many instances these con­
sultations are cosmetic. However 
Smart and Joy support the public 
hearings now being held and 
continuation of the working group 
representing all levels of 
government.
All candidates agree that 
airport noise pollution must be 
reduced and necessity of training 
flights which cause much of the 
proldem should he weighed 
against the public nuisance of 
noise,
i VviSH TO THANK ALL WHO SUPFORTED ME 
AND PLEDGE MY BEST EFFORT ON YOUR BEHALF
PERCY LAZARZ
Contestants for the 1974 Miss 
Saanich Peninsula Contest made 
their first public appearance 
June 19 at a fashion show in 
Sidney Elementary School gym.
Opening remarks were made 
by Mrs. Janice Varga, followed 
by the candidates modelling 
beachwear, sportswear, pant 
ensembles, short dresses and 
evening wear.
The contestants chose their 
own clothing from Nadyne’s 
Fashions, and footwear from 
Fredrick’s Shoes: They also 
wrote their own commentaries 
upon which they were judged.
Midway through the show, 
door prizes were drawn and 
refreshments served by the 
members of Gamma Iota, Sidney 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, 
organizers of the contest.
A private coffee party was held 
at the Sidney Hotel Sunday, June 
23rd, where the contestants gave 
a short speech and had an in­
formal talk with the judges.
Judges for the contest are 
Norma Sealey, Peter Remmer 
and John Robertson. v r
The final event will be the 
pageant, at Sarischa Hall June 
29th at 7:30 p.m. when Miss 
Saanich Peninsula will be chosen 
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Sidney Recreation News In The Review
SUMMER I^LAYGROUND 
PROGRAM
Registration Is on now at 9768 
1st Street, our recreation office, 
If you are interested in your 
children from preschool age to 
teen years participating in an 
exciting summer activity 
program, come down now and 
sign up.
The program will consist of 
arts and crafts, drama, music, 
games and lots of special events.
The grande finale will be a 
PENNY CARNIVAL with 
everyone helping and enjoying 
the fun. Responsible and well- 
trained leaders will be running 
the program and have already 
begun their planning.
There will be a PLAYGROUND 
for children 6 to 12 years at 
Sanscha Hall. There will be TOT 
LOTS at three locations; one at 
Sidney Elementary School, one at 
the Seventh Day Adventist Junior
Sidney Softball News In Review
The coaches and managers of 
Sidney Men’s Softball 
Association this week chose the 
1974 All Star Team. This team 
will play Bates Construction on 
Saturday, June 29th at 2:00 p.m. 
at Lambrick Park, Victoria. 
Later in the season Bates will 
come to Sidney to play the All 
Stars at Sanscha Park.
The All Stars for 1974 are: 
Catcher - Don Armstrong - 
Harveys; Jim Wilson - Brent­
wood; Bob Jones - Brentwood.
f*itcher: Wayne Cripps - Hotel;
Al Standlund - Merchants; Roy 
Corpess - Brentwood; Doug 
Couch - Harveys.
1st Base: Dave Valentine - 
Merchants; Doug Johnson 
Hotel.
2nd Base: Ron Gardner-Paint 
Pot; Don Collins - Harveys.
Short Stop ■ Bob Walton - Hotel; 
Don Norbury - Harveys.
3rd Base: Ron Pearson - 
Harveys; Bary Underwood - 
Hotel.
Outfield - Jerry Doney ■ KOA; 
Tom Hatcher - Paint Pot; Ray 
Hummel - Hotel; Doug Boden 
Brentwood; Roy Walker 
Merchants; Bob Lpugheed - 
Harveys.
All Star Coach - John Hersen; 
Managers -Wayne Parkins, Dave 
Underwood.
SIDNEY DAYS SOFJBALL 
TOURNAMENT:'
The six teams in Sidney Mens’ 
Softball League are participating 
in a Sidney Days Tournament.
/ The winner on July 1st will be: 
presented with the James Maude 
: MempriaLsTrdphy:, Thejm 
valuable player in the tour­
nament will receive the William 
vLarnick Memorial Trophy.
- The Double Round Knocfeut 
kicked off Moiiday with Sidney 
Hotel and Brentwood Properties, 
Tties. - Harveys Sporting Goods 
and Paint Pot, Wed. - Koa and 
Sidney Merchants games con­
tinue Thurs. and Friday at 6:30 
p.m. at Sanscha Park, then 
Sunday atl:00'3:00and6:30 and 
Monday July 1st at 1:00 and 3:00 
yvith a possible 6:30 games. 
There are no regular league
games until July 2nd.
THIS WEEK IN SIDNEY 
SOFTBALL
Sun: June 16 - Brentwood 
Properties over Sidney Hotel 2-1. 
Winning Pitcher: Roy Corpess.
Sun: June 16 - Brentwood 
Properties over Harveys Spor­
ting Goods 6-4. Winning Pitcher: 
Jeff Hett. ,
Tues: June 18 - Paint Pot over 
Sidney Merchants 9-5. Winning 
Pitcher: Al Stewart.
Thurs: June 20 - Brentw'ood 
Properties over Sidney Mer­
chants 5-3. Winning Pitcher: Roy 
Corpess.
Fri: June 21 - Paint Pot over 
Koa 12-3. Winning Pitcher - Al 
Stewart.
.\cademy onBowerbank, and one 
at the Clubhouse behind Sanscha 
grounds. Register for the Tot 
Lot closest to your area. The 
program will commence as 
follows: 1st Session - July 2-July 
19; 2nd Session - July 22 
August 9. S3.00 per child per 
session. Monday, Tuesday. 
Wednesday, Thursday. 
REGISTRATION 10 - 12 & 2 - 4 
p.m. REGISTER NOW — SPACE 
IS LIMITED
dried beans and lentils, bleach 
bottles, popsicle sticks, AND 
ANYTHING ELSE YOU THINK 
WE COULD USE!!!
Thank you.
sport. Hope everyone learns 
t]uickly before they get too wet!
LEAGUE STANDINGS 
AS OF JUNE 21
Harveys Sporting Goods - 12 
wins, 1 loss, 24 points; Brentwood 
Properties - Esso 11 wins, 4 losses 
and 22 points; Sidney Paint Pot 10 
wins 4 losses and 20 points; 
Sidney Hotel 8 wins, 5 losses -16 
points; Sidney Merchants - 4 
wins, 10 losses - 8 points; K0.4i 1 
win, 12 losses and 2 points.
Sidney Days Tournament 
every night this week. 3 games 
Sunday and Monday - 1:00, 3:00 
and 6:30.
SUMMER ACTIVITY 
PROGRAM FOR TEENS & 
ADULTS is in the planning 
process. Efforts are made by 
many concerned persons and 
organizations to provide a 
program of arts and crafts, 
sports; drama, and outdoor 
activities in the Sidney area for 
ail those who are over 12 yrs of 
age. For more information watch 
this column and if you are in­
terested please phone 656-4914. 
We need your support - par­
ticipation or instructing. Let’s 
hear from you ... are you con­
cerned too?
OSARBROILEO STEAKS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
TIL MIDNIGHT
Mr. and Mrs. Cannibal were 
rather hungiY one evening so Mr. 
Cannibal went out to catch a 
pygmiefor dinner. He came upon 
a pygmie who had a caught a 
snake for his own dinner.
Mr. Cannibal left the snake but 
abducted the pygmie,
When he returned with the 
dinner he told his wife about the 
snake and she said. "Oh, you 
should have brought it along. I 
would tave made snake and 
pygmie pie,"
Aid. Chris Anderson says 
someone’s been pulling flowers 
out of Beacon Avomip's new 
1 lower boxes.
SIORE HOURS; Monday • Sat. 8:30 • 5:30 Friday 8:30- 9
iMMWfiiaiMI
2488 BEACON AVE The Gem Thealra 656-5921
Tennis Clinic details will be in 
next week’s review SO WATCH 
THIS COLUMN!
The B.C.S.A. Sailing course is 
now underway at Smitty’s 
marina. We would like to express 
our thanks to John Sharpe who is 
directing the school which travels 
all over the province giving in­
struction in this popular water
Just a reminder — We’re still 
inviting your comments, 
suggestions, and ideas regarding 
recreation for you ... what do you 
want? Phone 656-4914. (Also for 
info)
HELP!:! If you can donate any 
“old materials’’ that we could use 
for our summer program please 
phone and we will pick them up. 
(burnt out light bulbs, old 
records, cigar boxes, baby food 
cans, metal boxes, coffee cans, 
rags, clothes pegs, buttons, milk 
and egg cartons, wine bottles, 
ribbons, pie plates, cardboard 
tubes, tooth brushes, sponges, 
paint brushes, corks, wire, 
feathers, wool scraps, styrofoam 
meat trays, macaroni letters,
MARINE AUTO HOME





FOR TRANSPORTATION TO POLLS 
CALL 656-6021
Advance Polls ■ June 29 & July 1st. 




Better equipped. More comfortable,
No cash out ay. Just a fiat five dollar fee tor 
which you'll be billed later,
Existing and added staff will be qualified under 
the new provincial Ambulance Training Programme 
piQ ennn nopiFiihlp
Later, it will have its own Zenith telephone number, 
but, for now, call the existing ambulance 
service in your area.
Yours to use.
Wisely.
pROvince OF British corumBia
emeRcencY HeaiiH 
seRvices Gonnmission
, 2840 Nar'ia.h'fO St. ViCfona 
British Colurnbia ,• V0T 4VV9 ' 387-
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PENINSULA FISHING 
IN THE REVIEW
Some members of the Lion’s Club turned out Monday evening for a 
work party at the Sandown Race track. Setting up a folding table are 
(notin order): Fred McCullough; Hansisoahl; Fred Thornton, Harry 
Sanderson; and Frank Mazzocch. Also assisting the Lion’s that 
evuving were Kelvin Welshand Randy Sanderson.
VETERANS CELEBRATE 
25TH ANNIVERSARY OF UNIT
Army, Navy and Airforce 
Veterans of Sidney will have 
reason to celebrate this July 1st.
The date marks the 25th an­
niversary of Sidney Unit 302 of 
the Army, Navy and Airforce 
Veterans in Canada (A.N. & 
A.,F.) and a day of activities is 
planned to commemorate the 
occasion.
It will include participation in 
the Sidney Days parade, 
dedicatipn of military artifacts, 
tour of the club at 9813 Fourth St., 
a banquet and dance.
All presidents and wives of 
A.N. & A.F. units in B.C. are 
invited to the celebrations, 
making the guest list about 150.
Guest speaker will be 
Dominion representative Jock 
Stewart.
Unit 302 was founded on March 
3, 1949 and its cornerstone was 
laid by G.R. Pearkes on Sept. 3, 
1949.
A unique member of A.N. & 
A.F., 302 was made the official 
museum unit for military ar­
tifacts in Canada June 15. It 
started by several members 
contributing personal war 
souvenirs for display in the club.
A Sherman tank, four inch 
naval gun and sabre aircraft are 
the major artifacts of interest, 
and are set up in the club parking 
lot.
The Sherman tank was used by 
the Canadian Army in Europe 
during World W'ar II. It Weighs 30 
tons, has a range of 150 miles and 
was operated by a five-man crew.
Used by Commonwealth Naval
Cruisers during World War 1, the 
four-inch naval gun is a broad­
side weapon manufactured in 
England in the early 1900’s. It 
was recently mounted on the 
H.M.C.S. Rainbow before the 
ship’s dispersal.
The Sabre MK. V 23000 was 
built in Quebec in 1954 and served 
in NATO and several RCAF 
fighter and training squadrons 
across Canada. After retirement 
it was purchased in 1972 by tlie 
Sidney Unit.
For information about the 
anniversary call the club at 9813 
Fourth St. 656-9004.
Saanich Peninsula fishing took 
a turn for the worse toward the 
end of last week despite the ex­
tremely low tides.
Bruce Bateman, of Brentwood 
Boat Rentals, told The Review 
the action around Saanich Inlet 
started dying Wednesday and 
Thursday.
Earlier in the week Mrs. Irene 
Wilkins, of Victoria, caught a 21 
pound spring salmon on strip. 
About the same time Bruce 
Grant, a guide at Gilbert’s 
Marina, brought in a boat with 
approximately 100 pounds of fish.
Lots of seven and eight 
pounders wore caught during 
the previous weekend at Bam- 
berton. Shepherd’s Point, Mc­
Curdy Point, Willis Point and 
McKenzie Beach, he said.
Most popular bait in that area 
is strip, minnows or hoochies, 
Bateman said.
Further north on the peninsula, 
Steve Hydlig, of Deep Cove 
Marina, says the fishing’s “not 
all that great”.
Average size is between seven 
and eight pounds and most 
fishermen are using strip, 
minnows and hoochies, he said.
The biggest spring salmon 
weighed in was a 17-pounder 
caught by T. Veitch of Victoria, 
he said.
69 Ford 19' ^otor Home VS standard stereo 
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PROGRAMS
A continuing struggleWith a variety of cures, subsidies and 
tariff cuts for food, sales Ui.x cuts for shm-s and clothing... the 
short term measures, with investment in bigger farms and 
factories to eliminate shortiiges, the causes of inflation.
A program to enable people in the middle and lower income 
brackets to purchase homes using less than 2'2 per cent of 
their income.
TRANSPORTATION
\ new era of efficient rail and inter city tins passenger 
systems and improved uriian (ranspoiTation.
SOVEREIGNTY:
SIDNEY OFFICE
9830 3rd. Ave 
Sidney, B.C.
Phone 656-4684 
On July 8th In
OPTIONS:
Examine tlie options, Tliere are more to consider than just 
Mr, .Stanfield’s price and Incomes policy
REPRESENTATION:
When you celelirate the National llollday, meet your 
LlltKKAI. (’.ANIMDATE In Ks(|nimalt'.Saanlch at .Sandown 
Race Track during Sidney Days. Let him know your views so 
that he can represent you well after the election, .Inly «lh.
ESQHSRISALT - SAAFHCH its
No-one has weighed in a coho 
yet, he said.
But things are bigger and 
better on the peninsula’s eastern 
side, says All Bay Marina 
Manager Bob Whyte.
“We’ve had some very nice 
salmon caught over the last 
week,” Whyte told The Review.
Average size is eight to 12 
pounds, he said, and the hottest 
areas any time are Charmer 
Point on Coal Island, and Dock 
Island. For evening fishing, 
Sidney Spit seems the best.
Most fishermen are using strip 
and not fishing too deep, he said.
This week's sunrise and sunset 
times are:
Wednesday (June 26) — rise, 
5:13, set, 9:30.
Thursday — rise, 5:13, set, 
9:20.
Friday —- rise, 5:14, set, 9:20.
Saturday — rise, 5:14, set, 9:20.
Sunday — rise, 5:15, set, 9:20.
Monday — rise, 5:16, set, 9:20,
Tuesday — rise, 5:16, set, 9:19.




strawberry crop should be 
harvested by July 5th or 6th, says 
grower Dixon Holloway, 7068 F). 
Saanich Road.
Most peninsula growers began 
harvesting their crop last week, 
but this week will be the busiest.-- 
Three hundred pickers are ex­
pected to harvest about 200 tons 
of berries.
CHARBROILED STEAKS




In Central Saanich, B.C. on 
Juno 21. 1974, Miss Frances Mary 
Cope, age 90 years. Born in 
England and had been a resident 
of Sidney, B.C., residing at OtiOl 
Seventh Street. She leaves her 
niece, Mrs, Hubert L. Bevan, 
Sidney. B.C.
Memorial service was held in 
the Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church. Patricia Bay, B.C. on 
Tuesday, June 25, 1974 at 11:00 
a.m. Rev. Robert .A. Sansom 
officiating. Flowers gratefully 
declined. .Arrangements by the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of Hoses, 
Sidnev, B.C.
FRENCH BUFFET LUNCHEON
EVERY DAY EXCEPT MONDAY
DEEP COVE CHALET






Continue lil Saturday June 29th
Check through the 8 page Summer Value Days Flyer ... 
and Watch for not-advertised sjxicials while you shop. 
There’s a wealth of summer items for you and your home 
at exciting Value Days savings. Remember, shop 'til 9 
p.m. Thursday and FT'iday for your share of hot-weather 
bargains.
ItUYLINE 3S8-t37;f. Residents of Cobble Hill. Jordan 
River. Port Renfrew and the Gulf Islands call toll free 
Zenith 1.5000.
EATON'S
Driver’s certificates are something new for 
British Columbia motorists .. . a way of spreading 
the cost of automobile insurance between vehicle 
owners and drivers.
Effective July 1, you’ll need both a driver’s 
certificate and a driver’s licence in order to drive a 
car. Without your driver’s certificate, your driver’s 
licence is not valid and you could also find 
yourself without insurance coverage. If 
you drive without a certificate you risk a 
minimum fine of $250 and 10 demerit 
points.
Application forms for certifi­
cates were mailed out last March 
.so you should have received 
one by now. Jiisl sign and dale 
i( where indicated, then take 
it (o any Motor Vehicle 
Licence Office for process­
ing. REMEMBER, IT'S
TOO LATE TO MAIL IT SO BRING IT IN. ^ 
If for some reason your application didn’t 
arrive in the mail, take your driver’s licence to any 
Motor Vehicle Licence Office and you’ll get you’re 
cerlificate.'r"
How much you pay for your driver’s certifi­
cate will depend upon the number of demerit points 
on your driving record.
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS IN JULV 
OR AUGUST you’ll soon receive your 
second application form. This second 
form is actually to renew your driver’s 
certificate until your next birthday in 
1975. Your first driver’s certificate 
was for the start-up period —■ March 1, 
1974 until your 1974 birthday, 
and it expires on your birthday.
If you have any questions 
call your Autoplan Information 
al 665-2800. Outside Vancouver 
please call collect.
N'lwv Ihnlls t(i SDvi'i'vIgnl.v out tomllcx (r«m our cons Ik Iy* 
givi* (‘iiuadliuis I'uusvi'vuliou (nillioriiy ovrr the miirliH' 
I'l'Hoiirrrh thill orlgiiiiitp (till* HlinrvN.
iHsritfit l»y KN«|uiinttU*siiHiil(‘h l.ihrrHl ('bimuMhi*
tSIT mm nWIVEIt'S CIEilTiFHCME BY JULY I.
THf COUPOIVATtON CM- fcOUtWAUA
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Time gentlemen .... please!
A look at the neighbourhood pub
•By H.V. Green
Former Review Editin' 
Interesting point in the an­
nouncement that our liquor laws 
are to be liberalized is the 
proposed establishment of 
“neighbourhood pubs’’. By 
whom, and the nature of such 
establishments is not' very clear.
In his routine statement of the 
benefits to be derived, the At­
torney-General spoke with some 
distain of the beer-swilling 
propensities of the beer parlours.
He expressed the hope that new 
enlightened regulations will lead 
to more civilised drinking.
We may expect some en­
tertainment also to enliven the 
dull routine of our suburban lives, 
he stated. Designed no doubt to 
capture the attention of relaxed 
family groups and thereby to 
slow-up the intake of alcoholic 
beverages.
The design, so far, is obscure, 
but from the Minister’s 
presentation it appeared that 
there has been no thought of 
imitating the French estaminet, 
the German berrhouse or the 
U.S.A. tavern. The pattern 
dangled before our eyes is that of 
the good old British neigh­
bourhood ‘local’.
SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE 
None other that the socially 
acceptable suburban public 
house where one may take his 
wife or girl friend for a post­
prandial noggin with full con­
fidence and without fear of of­
fence
We have in mind just such an 
admirable establishment 
situated on a busy arterial road 
at the fringe of a sleepy village. 
At the rear of the premises is a 
plainly furnished public bar 
wherein considerable noise is 
generated on this Saturday 
evening. A game of darts is in 
progress. Crib occupy some of 
the older foUc, and sundry groups 
stand,' glasses in hand, mostly 
discussing football form and 
personalities.
A narrow passage l^ds to a 
“i^vate bar, inhabita^d solely 
• by the elderly; thKie who disdain ; 
the tumxoil of the public bar and; 
yet have lio intention of paying 
the spmejwhat; higher prices 
demandedinthemorecdm- 
tertable saloon bar, or lounge.
This passage also: gives access 
to the narrow jug and bdtU^^ 
counter, wherel people of the 
village may ring a bell and 
summon someone to serve them 
with draught or bottled beer for 
consumption off the premises.
And so to the handsomely 
furnished lounge, with its deep 
carpeted floor, well spaced 
separate tables and long 
mahogany bar. Conversation is 
at a subdued level, althougli the 
room is comfortably full. As yet 
there are none standing at the bar 
or seated on the bar stools.
Suddenly a fleet of cars pulled 
up outside and a horde of beefy 
young men literally charged 
tlirough the doorway and up to 
the bar.* The order to an 
astonished barman was "twenty 
dirty big pints, please."
IN GREAT HASTE 
Supplied in great haste, and
King Cole been heard than the 
landlord came rushing to the 
scene with his arms upraised.
"Please gentlemen, no singing 
in THIS bar, absolutely NOT!” he 
pleaded, “quiet gentlemen, if you 
please,” Under his steely gaze 
the men drained their glasses in 
silence, while the seated 
customers obviously were 
relishing the diversion.
Then a glass was raised and 
one of the party called in a hoarse 
whisper; “three cheers for the 
landlord”.
“Shush, shush, shush!” they 
responded, fingers to lips and 
placing their empty glasses on 
the counter with exaggerated 
caution.
Grouped there, with the lan­
dlord speechless, the leader 
intoned; “what do we think of the 
beer, fellows?”
“Urgh, urgh, urgh!” groaned 
the party in chorus as they tip­
toed to the exit. Outside and with 
great hilarity, they noisely 
resumed their homeward jour­
ney. The decorum of the lounge 
bar had been suitably vindicated.
Not more than a mile away, in 
a Mendip Hills village, there is a 
centuries-old pub boasting a 
superb grand piano in one of the 
several small communicating 
rooms. Mine host is an ac­
complished pianist, and 
regularity entertains his 
customers at the keyboard. 
Chopin and Liszt, Cole Porter and 
Gershwin alike are at;his finger­
tips.
EXAMPLES OF PUBS 
These then are examples of 
neighbourhood pubs in Britain 
maintaining a high standard of 
decorum. Such can generally be 
relied upon for the excellent 
quality and condition of the 
Averages they serve. Civilised 
drinking indeed.
But what of the other side of tlie 
coin? In the cities and towns and 
on the open highway there are 
pubs dominated by the noisiest of
OUTGMOW BEDWEniliG 
WHEM?
People talk openly about sex, 
even VD. Can we now talk openly 
about the poor kid who wets the 
bed? For the sake of that, un­
fortunate child, we're going to tell 
dt like it is!
THE DAMAGE CAN BE 
TERRIBLE!
Most bedwetters can't have 
friends over to spend the night or 
can't stay overnight with friends, 
or go to camp. Their mothers get 
exasperated — and physically 
worn out — by the extra loads of 
laundry. The poor kid is over­
whelmed by guilt, excluded from 
normal relationships with peer 
groups and is frequently teased by 
cruel companions. Self confidence 
is lowered and withdrawal Is 
usual. An explosive mixture,
rock groups, assailing the ear 
drums with a racket that can be 
heard a block away. Others are 
so crowded as closing time ap­
proaches that there is barely 
room to raise one’s elbows. Also, 
the casual caller who worms his 
way through the throng to the bar 
would be well advised to check 
his change!
The typical British pub image 
is therefore capable of very 
different interpretations. The 
‘Bat and Ball’ may retain a 
distinct Dickensian flavour, 
while the ‘Fox and Goose’ across 
the way has gone trendy and 
mod.
Bearing in mind that the most 
typical of British pubs have seen 
generations of patrons grow 
around them, it is difficult to see 
how such facilities can be in­
troduced in B.C. residential areas 
that are already developed. A 
country pub across from Holy 
Trinity Church would bring forth 
howls of protest. Yet in an 
English village church and pub 
are often the best of neighbours 
as they flank the village green, 
and are patronised alike by the 
lord of the manor and the village 
idiot.
Imagine a ‘Michel Arms’ at 
Wallace and Cultra, and test the 
reactions of the local inhabitants! 
Or perhaps the ‘Pride of 
Scotland’ at an appropriate point 
on Lands End Road.
CONTROL
Then there is the question of 
control; British pubs are mostly 
owned by breweries, and are 
either under strict company 
management or leased to 
tenants. All are subject to licence 
renewal at the annual 
magistrates’ Brewster Sessions, 
and police reports are then taken
into consideration. Tight control 
is the result of centuries of ex­
perience.
The plus city hotel which offers 
lunch and snack bar collations 
already has its counterpart in 
British Columbia. It would be 
interesting indeed to add the 
more economical wayside Inn 
where a plowman’s Lunch 
(bread, butter, cheese and onion) 
could be enjoyed, washed down 
with a pint of the best!
So, Mr. Attorney-General, if 
you can solve all the problems 
that lie close to the surface, more 
power to your elbow. There are 
many who would react 
pleasurably to the cry TIME — 
GENTLEMEN — PLEASE!
A neighbourhood pub? Yes 
certainly, but not in our area, is 
likely to be the response to the 
individual proposing such a 
facility.
A tennis clinic sponsored by 
Sidney Recreation Commission is 
being held at Parklands School 
courts on July 2nd and 8th from 
6;30 to 9 p.m.
Instruction willbe given by Mr. 
Gordon Hartley, Director of 




Central Saanich council agreed 
to purchase 150 boulevard trees 
this year at an installed price of 
between $8 - $10.00 a tree for 
planting in new subdivisions.
It was agreed priority would be 
given to those subdivisions where 
developers ‘donated’ towards the 
municipality’s parks.
TENNIS CLINIC SCHEDULED 
ON SCHOOL GROUNDS
Mr. Hartley and his assistants 
will instruct beginners on grips, 
forehand, backhand, playing 
singles and doubles and other 
tennis fundamentals.
Registration is limited to 40 
people, For information call 656- 
4914, Monday to Thursday 
mornings between 10 and 12 noon.
SIDNEY GLASS
IS ON THE MOVE
^ew Expanded 
Premisis
To Be Occupied 
JuS| 2iid.
THANKS TO THESE EAGER YOUNG GENTLEMEN 
Sidney’s road construction is running pretty smoothly. 
Terry Barber, 8, of 9597 Lapwing, (left) and Patrick 
Kemp, 9, of 2317 Malaview, have been helping out with 
some of the lighter work on Fifth Street . The 
other workmen don’t seem to mind when the youngsters 
get right into the middle of the construction area.
m TOE HEilT m
'THE MAYFAIi HOTEL'
CHARBROILED STEARS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
’TILMIDNIGHT
Fashion Eyewear with a / Fl€3Bt
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
PISilOIIIPTiOil
1025 Douglas St. 
liOSPandiwa Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
: Duncan, B.C. 
103 9775 4th St., 
Sidney, B.C.
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for $16.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair > 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
FoPT3servai{oTi3f Ufriie to
THE AAAVFAir BOTiL / '
845 Hornhv St., Vaneowver1, B.S. sr Phan# ere® 40«-88?-6y61.
IT TO BEWAIT FOR 
OUTGROWN?
Well, here's Ihe bad news. 
Statistical data Is now available 
which shows that out of 100 kids S 
years old wetting the bed, SO of 
them will still he wetting at age 111
WE'RE HERE TO HELP!
If you want to help your child ... 
and the man or woman that child 
will grow up lo be ... send this 
coupon today. We'll mall you our 
booklet entitled "BEDWETTING: 
It's Cause, Effects and Treat­
ment"; No obligation. If fhe 
bedwetting Is not caused by 
organic defect or disease, wo con
help your child ,,, and wouldn't 
instanOy di.spo«ed of, Uie glasses | »haf bo ai a^relief i
were replenished. By tliis time It 
was obvious that we had been 
invaded by a team of riigy en- 
thuBlasti! triumphantly on Uieir 
homeward journey,
So far, so good, but now there 
was an Inclination to burst Into 
song. No sooner had the first lines 
of a bawdy lyric concerning Old
EVERYDAY
YOU ENJOY THE SUN 
LET US DO THE COOKING 
KENTUCKY STYLE 
CHICKEN
Flame Kissed Hamburgers 












9812 5th STREET SIDNEY 




; :i V ;
■ '-i , ■ ■;
'' ' ''V''"--'■ ' 111,': . p:';,',' ,';i. I',', , 'I'f'
THE
ART ECCLES WITH CAR NO.l READY TO SERVE YOU - JUST PHONE
9814 4th ST. 656-5588
FERLIN HUSKY SHOW
SUNDAY JUNE 30th
SANDOWN RACE TRACK TICKETS *3.50 ADVANCE >4.00 GATE
AVAIIABLE AT FREDRICK’S SHOES 656-4724 QUEENS PAYLESS 656-1912
*★**★★*★** TH IS S ATU RD AY N IGHT*^***^*?v**
SANDOV/N RACE TRACK ’a"" PER COUPLE 
TWO BANDS "HUSH S WOODSHEAD" 
NON-STOP MUSIC FROM 9:30 - ? 
REFRESHMENTS 50' EACH 
PRESENTED BY SIDNEY KINSMEN
W^nesday, June 26, 1974
ty-r-





Yes, Fd like to see 
neighbourhood pubs 
here.
Tliere’s nothing like a 
good old pint.
And don’t forget to tell 
them to take the chill 






We need something 
besides cabarets.
There’s nothing much 
around Sidney now. I 





talking about a pub m
the triio English sense of
the word, not jusj 
open beer pit. i think it s 
a great idea. It








I’m all in favour of it.
The pubs in England 
are the finest places 
ever opened.
This could beer
This cold beer they 






A neighbourhood pub 
could be a lot of fun.
I don’t drink.
I have an ulcer but I 
could always go and 
have a 7*up.
H. ALLEN " 
540Senanu8Dr. 
Central Saanich 
Sure Fd like to see 
neighbourhood pubs.
T don’t see why not 
As long ns they’re nice 
places.
Esquimalt-Saanich Liberal Candidate Don Joy Sees Drop In Inflation
Page 9
when our Canadian inflation 
problems are compared with 
those of other countries, it ap­
pears we’re not doing badly, says 
Esquimalt-Saanich Liberal 
candidate Don Joy.
Joy told The Review some 
countries have suffered annual 
inflationary increases of 200 to 
300 per cent. Canada’s inflation 
rate went up about 10.2 per cent 
last year, he said.
During the years after the war, 
he said, annual inflationary in­
creases averaged between seven 
and eight per cent and dropped 
back to two or three per cent in 
the 1960s.
Joy believes the current figure 
will drop to about eight per cent 
by the end of next year and could
oil export tax, Joy said, which 
can be shown as an expenditure 
“but it’s not inflation.’’
Other major expenditures were 
for programs for inflation relief, 
such as pensions and family 
allowance benefits, all of which 
have been multiplied by 
Canada’s expanding population, 
he said.
Market prices are set on an 
international basis, he said, and 
the current world-wide shortage 
has skyrocketed prices.
Canada’s primary concern, at 
this time, should be food
production, Joy said, adding only 
50 per cent of the wheat crop was 
planted before May this year due 
to flooding on the prairies.
But if the world produces as 
much food this year as in 
previous years, and there’s some 
levelling of population growth 
and standards of living, he said, 
“the world inflationary processes 
will be cooled.’’
As inflation drops, unem­
ployment goes up,’’ he said, “It’s 
a trade off between unem­
ployment and inflation.’’
Despite world-wide shortages.
Canada has ample raw 
materials, he said, and by ex­
porting them the country would 
remain “fully employed’’ and 
large profits would be made.
Joy said one of Prime Minister 
Trudeau’s concerns this election 
is western representation.
The Prime Minister is “making 
amends for whatever failings 
there were in 1972,’’ he said 
adding the Liberal party has all 
the power in Eastern Canada but 
more support is needed on the 
coast for balanced represen­
tation.
possibly “settle down” at five or 
six per cent by the end of the 
following year.
“There aren’t any simple 
solutions,” Joy said, “It's a day 
by day by day process.”
The root cause of inflation he 
said, is world-wide shortages and 
a partial solution would be in­





This year’s budget stressed the 
need for farmers to be more 
productive, he said.
A $1.7 billion increase in ex­
penditures between 1973 and 1974 




Negotiations are continuing 
between Sidney Council and 
School Board over the proposed 
South Sidney Elementary School.
A four-room school is in the 
planning to relieve crowding in 
Sidney schools, however there is 
some conflict between council 
and school board over costs of 
developing the chosen site on 
Weiler Road which is without 
road access and sewer facilities.
The school board wanted 
courfcil to re-zone seven acres for 
a new school, with costs for an 
access road and sev/er con­
nections estimated at $60,000.
At a meeting Monday 
Council passed a resolution to 
inccept total road costs if the 
School Board will give all 60 feet. 
School Board is now considering 
the resolution. WHALER COXSWAIN Lt. Commander Peter Hunter (standing) a Sidney resident, once rowed in 
championship rowing events for the British Navy.
Council felt the costs were too 
high to carry alone so it was 
proposed That the school board 
share by paying 15 per cent. By 
sharing in costs the school board 
is listed under the Municipal Act 
as a developer and is required to 
supply the land with a road ac-
........ , ' ^ ^....
cess:
The School Board could not see 
using money budgeted for con­
struction of the school to put in a 
road, so refused to give up the 60- 
foot strip required for the road.
Council and School Board 
renegotiated and came up 
with the plan that only a 30-foot 
strip of the school land be given 
and paid for and the other 30 feet 
would come from developers of 
the bordering property.
However, this plan fell through 
too because splitting of the road 
caused a bad jog that did not 
comply with the town plan and 
the approval officer would not 
approve it.
A
_ , . ............................... ............................... ...
........ ....K ....... .....
: I"!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  •
THE CREW of the 27’ World War Two naval whaler JO.SHUA Rowing Review, Last year, their aged craft which was once coti- 
PERLMUTTER have been undergoing strenuous training almost demned by the Canadian Navy, almost sank due to leaks in its hull, 
nightly in Tsehurn Harbour in prepiiration for The Great Sidney Thernatler has now been rectified a spokesman said. (Review photo).
GREAT SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW
ENTRY FORB/i
DATE: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CLASS .. ...... LENGTH OF BOAT ....... NO. OF CREW
I h&r&by Bgra& to hold iho RBvIow Publloatlons Ltd., tholr otticom or 
amployeos, harmloss and to Indemnify thorn agalnat any and all clitlm I
Revlow.
Name
■ -m V i)
*••»*#•«» V « I M 11 F F * » f M » • • M « f * « M # f( M«




PHONE (at which a crew member may be contacted)
ALL CREV/ MEMBERS (or the parent or guardian of crew members 
under nineteen years of age) must affix their signatures above before 
their entry will be accepted.
Changes in crow must be brought to the attention of race officials prior to 
6:30 a.m., Saturday, July 6, 1974.
(If more than one form is required to list all crew, please clearly label all 
sheets as forming one entry)
taHAMPIO.N OAUS.MAN John Newmau has this year (.loivatcd n IlOO 
cup which will be awarded to the female enirnnt with the ^fasteAt lime’ 
jKfr mile during the Great Sidney Rowing Review, Thi.*! is a perpelual 
trophy and may be kept by the winner for one year, (Review photo),
Entry form, together v/lih entrnnee fee may be mailed to GREAT 
SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW COMMITTEE, P.O. BOX 2193 SIDNEY. 
B.C. OR forms may be dropped off at offices of Sidney Review on Third 
Street. ' ■ " ■ ■
I* wMUUMUliaRifeHUiillMnMM
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North Saanich Council Studies Denham Till Park Proposal
by VAL LONGSON 
Special to The Sidney Review
The Department of Human 
Resources and of North Saanich 
council are considering the use of 
Denharh Till Park as a resource 
for the rehabilitation of 
delinquent youths.
The seven acres of land, 
located between Birch and
Clayton Rd., was willed to the 
municipality by Mrs. Madelaine 
Till two years ago, with the 
specifications that it must bo. 
available for public use, retained 
in its natural state and kept as a 
bird sanctuary.
The park's present tenant has 
been evicted for neglecting the 
caretaking duties, so human
resources is negotiating with the 
municipality to use it for a 
rehabilitation home.
The proposed program would 
provide for up to four boys bet- 
Aveen the ages of fourteen and 
seventeen years. It would consist 
of improving the present park 
facilities, developing a 
productive garden, and main­
tenance of the limited number ol
mm EEABiro to closiie plan
Move Will Affed Ardiore Area
North Saanich council has 
given second reading to a bylaw 
which will establish a road 
opening and closure plan for the 
Ardmore area.
Mayor Paul Grieve told The 
Review the plan will provide 
access to about 70 currently 
inaccessable lots without opening 
any new through streets or 
moving any boundaries.
The proposed bylaw states it is 
“desirable and expedient to 
establish a road opening and 
closure plan for dedicated but 
unopened highways.’’
Under the bylaw existing 
dedicated highways which are
not opened may be opened in the 
future in accordance with the 
plan.
The bylaw prohibits the 
“disturbing or clearing’’ of 
dedicated highways which are 
considered “undeveloped high­
way reserves” except by an 
affirmative vote of at least two- 
thirds of council.
The area to which tlie bylaw 
applies is bounded on the east by 
West Saanich Road, on the south 
by McTavish west of the in­
tersection at West Saanich, and 
on the north by Glenelg Avenue 
between West Saanich and the 
westerly end of Glenelg at the
Mosquito Problem May End 




After 38 years the main ditch 
and laterals in the Island View 
Beach area will be cleared and 
hopefully the mosquito problem 
will be brought under control, 
Alderman Tom Michell told 
Central Saanich council Monday 
evening.
Michell told council he, along 
with Alderman Ray Lament, had 
met with the capital region board 
engineer Bill Geary at the site 
and had gone over the irrigation 
’'■plans.' ;V
Council was informed the 
regional board had agreed 
Monday to a grant of $500 to clear 
their part of the main ditch arid ; 
laterals. Michell said the 
municipality had the funds to 
clear their part of the ditch arid 
he was going to approach the 
Tsawout Indian barid to see if 
they would pay for clearing the 
part of the ditch which runs 
through the Eat Saanich reser- 
.'Vation.-,
Alderrnan Zach Hamilton 
asked if there had been any 
discussion regarding re-location 
of the ditch.
Michell said the regional board 
had no money this year to make 
any changes in the location of the 
ditch and in fact, the engineer 
liad been quite satisfied with the 
original plans and construction, 
Lamont said the ditch had 
worked 100 per cent until just 
recently and all that was 
necessary was to take out the 
obstructions, clear the main ditch 
and the laterals.
“Let’s just get the water 
flowing again,”
“Will this drain the flats?" 
asked Hamilton.
“Sure,” said Lament 
Bud Michell, a member of the 
audience at the committee 
meeting stood up and addressed 
council,
“As a lax payer 1 would like a 
proper survey to see the ditch is 
in the right place and lo make 
sure council is spending money 
wisely," he said.
Alderman Tom Michell replied 
the capital region engineer had 
thought the original work "a gootl 
engineering job",
,Several council members 
voiced the opinion a survey 
should 1m'done in the future.
Hamilton asked how soon the 
clearing of the ditch and laterals 
would begin.
Gary Rogers, superintendent of 
public services, said the 
municipal backhoe and a rented 
machine were working full time 
but he thought the staff could get 
at it in a month.
Lamont noted the grass was 
drying up and so were the 
mosquitoes and in a month the 
equipment could get in to the 
lower areas more easily.
“As long as the work is done as 
expeditiously as possible,’ 
concluded Hamilton.
higher water mark.
Grieve said the original Ard­
more grid plan was laid out in 
1911 with no regard to the terrain.
Another proposal was brought 
forward in 1972 which would have 
“involved a long and technical 
procedure,” Grieve said, and the 
newly introduced bylaw is a 
“compromise solution.”
Roadbuilding standards have 
been raised by another new 
bylaw which ws given first 
reading.
The proposed bylaw' amends 
the existing subdivision bylaw 
and calls for blacktopped roads 
rather than gravel and decreases 
the clearing width.
Underground wiring will 
become mandatory under the 
proposed bylaw.
The bylaw also accommodates 
a “large number” of people in the 
Dean Park area who want to 
subdivide lots which are less than 
one acre. Grieve said.
Under the existing bylaw a lot 
which is less than Hve per cent 
smaller than one acre may be 
subdivided. The new bylaw would 
change the five per cent to 15 per 
cent.
The proposed bylaw' would also 
require the applicant for any new 
subdivision to pay North Saanich 
$400 for parkland acquisition and 
recreation reserve.
Another bylaw to establish a 
reserve fund for the money ob­
tained from new subdivision was 
given first reading, y




Thursdny • 9 a.m. centre open i 
1,15 - bridge. 7 p.m. - crib • coke 
deeornting,
Fridny, 9 a m, « centre open, 
trip tn Parksville. 10 a.m. quilting 
> keep fit. 2 p,m. jacko, 7 p.m. 
evening cards,
Saturday l p.m. tol p.m. > open 
for drop-ins.
Monday 9 a.m. > centre oixm. 10 
a,m. • quilling
Tuesday 9 a.m.-centre open. 10 
n.m. • serenaders practice, arts & 
crafl-s room open for pafnllng, 
1 ift • whItt
Wed. 9 a.m. • centre open. 10 
a.m. - novoHleft. noon, hot dinner. 
7 p.m • band practice,
383”! 121
WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
TUNE IN TO CKDA 
11:53 A.AA. DAILY
YOU COULD WIN THE
SIOSE OF THE DAY 
Mrs. Hilton- Fourth St.
Mrs. Macomber -Fifth St.
Mrs. Gray - Lovell Ave.
Miss Carter • Third St.
Mrs. Cooper ■ Loehside Drive
RENT-A-CAR
THE 34 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
3S6-3368:
SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
SINCE 1900
livestock, buildings and facilities. 
A craft program may include 
pottery, boat building, carpentry, 
carving etc.
Human resources will be 
.esponsible for the selection of 
the boys and hiring of 
professional staff. Supervisioi. 
will likely be provided by a 
((ualified married couple, aidec 
by trained staff where necessary.
The aim of the program is to 
give boys with serious personal 
problems a family-like home life 
rmd professional help at the same 
time. The program is designed to 
emphasize the boys' interests and 
potential skills and help them 
liecome active useful members of 
the community.
Human resources will pay $100 
a month for renovations on the 
property and group home tenants 
will provide 00 hours per month of 
maintenance on Denham Till and 
Wains Parks in lieu of rent. 
Remaining costs will be covered 
by the municipality.
The proposed agreement would 
Ije in effect for three years with a 
further 12 months optional at the 
request of human resources.
Recreation Committee 
Chairman Eric Sherwood feels 
such a proposal w’ould be 
beneficial to North Saanich for 
several reasons.
With the group home tenants 
maintaining and improving the 
park it w'ill be of greater use to
i.he public. Ol financial benefit to 
the municipality will be the free 
maintenance which would 
otherwise be done. by a paid 
caretaker. And most im­
portantly, the people of North 
Saanich will be given the op­
portunity to participate in the 
challenge of rehabilitating youth- 
bil members of the community.
Sherw’ood emphasized that the 
park is open for public use and is 
especially suited to group 
outings.
Peter Seeley-Jackson and his 
wite Lynne are child care 
workers for human resources 
anxious to be the foster parents 
for the proposed Denham Till 
Park group home.
They have two foster son.s of 
’.iieir own and feel that the park is 
an excellent choice to add lo the 
otiier 23 group homes in Victoria.
Seeley-Jackson says the boys 
w ill probably be chosen from the 
Sidney-Deep Cove area and will 
be on a work incentive program 
at Denham Till Park. By training 
them in routine jobs, giving them 
a family atmosphere and helping 
them with their specialized 
problems Seeley-Jackson feels 
the boys will make useful con­
tributions to the community.
The proposal by human 
resources has been received by 
North Saanich council but needs 
more investigation before a 
! decision can be made.
ST. JOHN 
AMBULANCE
Eight nursing members and 
three cadets from Sidney 
Combined Division 637 of St. 
.lohn Ambulance attended the 
.\nnual Southern Vancouver 
Island Inspection and Church 
Parade on June 23rd.
The event took place at St. 
-Matthias Church in Victoria, 
where inspection was made by 
Maj.-Gen. J. Tedley, Provincial 
Commissioner.
Mrs. Nancy Cook was awarded 
a 12-ycar Service Medal.
Regular meetings are 
suspended for the summer but 
numerous public duties are 
planned, includng the entry of a 
float in the Sidnev Davs Parade.
[“ REOmm MOW ¥OU
SOiiER PLAYQROyiD
Isl Session: July 2 - July 19 
2iui Session: July 22 - Aug. 9
Ages: Tot Lots — preschool 
Playground — 6 - 12
9:30 - 11:30 a.m. 
Monday to Thursday
Cost: $3.00 per session
Groceries -— Fruit — Vegetables
FpEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL MIME
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.Beacon Avenue
Registration: 10 a.m. - 12p.m. & 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. Monday to Friday 
information : 656-4914 office hours 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
SIDNEY HiClEATION COMMISSION
holidoy time - fyn time!
I
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49 Assort Stripe-^ 
washable for
49 100% Nylon $1 49pr.
Ladies
Bikini Briefs




Balsam Plus Herbal 
Shampoo




Girls Fortrel & Cotton
100% Stretch nylon 
doiible knit
$149
100% Nylon .S-M- L 
don't miss
49 by the Yard 49 »d.
UHowininiM^^
Nylon Tank Tops Halter Nylon Swim Trunks
Assort Stripe $149
S-M-
Assort Stripe 49 Size S M-L 49
Hand Lantern Mens Nylon 4 piece
Complete witiv Batteries 
Good Value
49 S-M-L- $149 A must if traveling four 49
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Wide Variety Of Courses 
For North Saanich Next Fall
BY PAT MANNING 
Botony, anthropology, ad­
vanced mathematics, ecologj’, 
folk guitar - sound like courses 
being offered at an advanced 
senior high school or university 
level?
Not at all.
These are some of the elective 
courses being offered to grade 
six, seven and eight students at 
North Saanich school next Fall.
Gerry Montgomery, co­
ordinator of pupil services, told 
The Review Friday North 
Saanich school had been ex- 
pin-inicnting this past year “very 
successfully” with offering 
elective courses to students in the 
afternoons.
During the morning, from 8:30- 
12:00, the students do “more than 
the required time” in the basic- 
course subjects. In the afternoon 
they can choose courses of in­
terest to them from three 
groupings - practical (adv. in­
dustrial education, adv. home 
economics, adv. physical 
education, typing and office 
practice and photography; 
cultural art which includes 
ceramics, macrame, batik, 
sketching, watercolours and 
sculpting, band, folk guitar, 
ukule, and French songs, choral, 
and theatre); academic (botony, 
anthropology archeology, 
adv. math, adv. science, ecology, 
creative writing and poetry, adv. 
French, geography, library and 
learning assistance.)
The school is run on a quarterly- 
system and in each quarter the 
students choose four elective 
courses, at least one course being 
from each grouping. The courses 
are ungraded' so students in 
grade six can be studying along 
with students from grade eight.
CREATE INTEREST 
Montgomery said the intent of 
these elective courses was “to 
create an interest and enrich­
ment in a particular area.” For 
example, in the botony course the 
students would go out on a 
number of field trips collecting 
specimens in swamps and 
streams. The intent is to create 
an interest in science in general.
Courses will be added and 
subtraicted each quarter ac­
cording to student interest.
Another interesting feature 
about North Saanich school is the 
grade level grouping. This past 
year the school has incorporated 
grades six, seven and eight. It is 
what is called a “middle school”- 
something which is unique in 
British Columbia although it has 
been tried successfully in North­
western United States.
“North Saanich school is really 
a pilot project,” said Monl- 
'gomery. The thinking behind it 
he elaborated, is to avoid some of 
the problems grade eight 
students have had living with 
grade nine and 10 students the 
opportunity to be with the more 
rc.sponsible grade 11 and 12 
students.
The school is run by an ad­
ministrative learn consisting of 
the principal Rolyert Abbott, Ihe 
co-ordinator of curriculum and 
new couf.ses Mrs. Lynn Newbury 
ami the co-nrdinalor of pupil 
service. Gerry Montgomery. .Six 
teachers are a part of a coun­
selling team who try to hel the 
8tutlenl.s with their emotional, 
social and educational problems, 
HUOKKN HOMES 
One third of the children at 
Norlh Saanich school come from 
l)rokenhomes, said Mofilgomery, 
"Anri at this hge It all hangs 
oiil,” he said, “They haven't 
learned to cover up their hurts" 
Montgomery said the coun­
sellors sjx.md a lot of time doing 
siK'ial work,
He said it is impossible to 
se|)a ra tt; a c hi ld‘ s eriucat ion from 
his emotional problems,
“You can’t do one without the 
other.”
A counsellor tries to see each 
child in the school twice a year. 
Academic counselling is given as 
well as listening to any problems 
the child might have.
CHANGING SYSTEM
North Saanich school is also 
easing away from the strictly 
graded system whereby a child is 
passed or failed once a year. 
Students are grouped according 
to reading and mathematical 
ability. Each quarter they 
progress from one ability level to 
another. They advance at a rale 
they can handle.
Montgomery said the school 
was prepared to take students 
from Sidney elementary school 
four limes a year and to advance 
their own students to Parkland 
senior secondary twice a year.
“This business of students 
sitting around waiting for June to 
advance a grade level is a waste
Itof time,” Montgomery said, 
turns youngsters off.”
The ideal situation is to have 
students progressing continually 
without any artificial time 
restraints.
“The more you can get 
youngsters to feel successful or 
adequate the better. It is im­
portant they have a good self- 
image, otherwise the problems 
start.”
Montgomery said this has 
really been a “shake-down” year 
for North Saanich school.
A lot of new ideas have been 
intrtxiuced — the grade level 
grouping, tlie elective course 
program, the administrative 
team and many others. All this 
hiis gone on in an old building 
with UK) students more than there 
should be for the sjxice provided.
“1 think -ive have made 
good progress this year," he 
concluded.
n STORAGE PROBLEMS!
Solve them with a 
STANDARD STEEL BUILDING
Weatherproof protection for machinery. Large, easy-to-operate doors 
means free movement and storage of even the largest combine.
Keep livestock safe and secure. Ideal tor hog systems, cattle shed, or 
free stall housing of dairy cattle.
Protect crops from wind, weather and rodents, Clearspan interior 
means grain can be piled to peak (a 40' x 1j)0' holds about 40,000 
bushels).
Call Collect or Mail Coupon Today for Colour Brochure and Details
Name
Address
Date Planning to Build 
Size of Building Planned - Width
_ Ppsgl Code. ,
X Length
SR 6-26-74
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GREAT HOUSE PAINTING SALE
1 Exterior Latex
Low sheen aervlic late.v paint 
lets you paint even on damp days. 
Fast dry. Easy wasl»-up in water. 
White, black, l.T decorator colors. 
Custom colors slightly higher.
I *8.69 <■»'.
^■tOur regular everyday low price! Credit Offer!
85' Off
rnmm
the cost of ANY ITEM in
the store (e.vcept paint)
with your purchase of
every gallon of Pli-Tone
• X ’ ‘ EX T E RIO R
LATEX! '
Sorry ... No cash discounts.
OFFER EXIMHE.S 
JULY 2. 1U7-1.
I N T E n 1 O R - 
EXTERIOR
Floor Enamel
High gloss, long lasting finish for 
worn! or cement. Standard colors 
and light tints.
»8.98 r.,„.
Our regular everyday low price!
90' Off
the cost of ANY ITEM in the store 
(except paint) with your pur­
chase of every gallon of Flor- 
Tone FLOOR ENAMEL!
Sorrv ... ,\'o cash discounts. OFFEK 
EXFIHES JULY 2, 1974.
Credit Offer!
Professional cage-frame handle, 
threaded to take extension pole. 
Long-lasting dynet refill, for use 
with either latex paints or 










10 oz, box covers 
approx, -too sq. ft. 









Compare up to $1.39.
small furniture pieces, 




i;!; Oil-alkyd house paint... Where a ^ 
one-coat finish can do it, this is 
the paint that WILL do it! White 
and !8 decorator colors.
*9.98
75c Off
Exterior Gloss! the store (except paint) 
with your purchase of 
every gallon of Perma- 
Tone HI-HIDE EX­
TERIOR GLOSS!
Sorry ... No cash discounts. 
OFFER EXPIRES 
JULY 2, 1974.Gal.
Our regular everyday low price!. Credit Offer!
Semi-Gloss
Enamel
Our best quality... for kitchens, 
bathrooms, halls, trims, fine furniture. 









the cost of ANY ITEM in the store 
(except paint) with your pur­
chase of every gallon of
Tone-Glo
SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL!
Sorry ... No cash discounts. OFFER 






Prevents peeling cavestroughg. Bonds to; 
galvanise metal surfaces, keeps paint 
applied to it smooth and bright, years 
longer. ^






JUDY CAREY WITH PAINT UP EQUIPMENT
the cost of ANY ITEM in the store 
(except paint) with yottr pur­




Sorry ... No cosh discounts. OFFER 




I STAIN high-lights both 
|the grain and texture of 
|wood ... SOLID HIDE 
I highlights texture, yet 
I hides flaws in wood 
I grain. 20 modern colors 
I in each type of stain.
i *9.98 thd.
Off :
the cost of ANY ITEM in 
the store (except paint) 
with your purchase of 
every gallon' of Color 
Your World’s Semi- 
I'r a nspa rent or Solid 
Hide WOOD STAIN!
Sorry ... No cash discounts 
OFFEH EXIMHESJULY 2. 1974
I Interior 
I Latex
Our first quality Interior 
I,atcx.
Ytxir choice of Wliilo 






Uie cost of ANY ITEM in ■ 
the store (except paint) 
with your purchase of 
, every gallon of Pli-Tone 
interior LATEX!
Sorry No cosh (liscoi,ints. 
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 2, 1074. |
Our regular everyday 
,lo,vv price! Credit Offer
P Our regular everyday low firico!
S'.''.
"BLACK TOPPER”
Helps driveways look better, last longer, Simply brush 
on a fresh, black, waterproof surface. One 5-gal. can 
covers driveway approximately 10’x50’. 5-GAL. CAN Oiir rejpilnr everyday low price!
*Dwuei/i*(
I mtf ■' '.'ll
2436 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-5733






BEFORE 5 P.M. MONDAY
REVIEW CLASSIFIED
656-1151
9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for insertion the same week. 
RATES; .25c for each four words or less; minimum SI .00. 
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All advertisements must comply with the B.C, Human Rights Act, 
which prohibits any advertising because of race, sex, religion, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or age (between 44 and 65), 
unless the condition is justified by a bonafide requirement for the 
work involved.
All advertising will be subjecl lo the approval of Review Publical ions 
Ltd., which reserves the right to classify, reiect or insert copy fur- 
nished, at its sole discretion.






uur office will be closed from 
June 23 till July 8. Messages will 
be taken at 656-4000.
GONE SAILING!!
“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada”
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
SIDNEY 656-3924
business OPPORTUNITY 
|Small country grocery store 
located in Saanich Peninsula 
area. Store, plus 3 bedroom living 
accommodation. Living room 
v/ith Fireplace and sundeck off to 
take advantage of view, this is a 
t good family type operation 
; showing a steady return in a 
■; growing area, Good financing 
available on asking price of 
:T $58,500,:
For further inforrriation call 
: R. Westgate 656-3423 
: W.A. Hooker 652-3634
The following price range in 
homes is offered for your at- 
tention.'''v, ■'■''■‘‘r.
Sidney 4 Bedrooms $39,950 
Sidney 3 Bedrooms $45,950 
Sidney 5 Bedrooms $67,500 
Brentwood 3 Bedrooms $72,500 
To view the above properties
I




Your Saanich Ponlnsula 
Realtors





Victoria Real Estate Board 
and MultIpSe Listing Service.
2444 B®acon Ave. 
Sidney B.C. 656-1154
2-5 OPEN HOUSE 2-5 
June 27, 28, 2!)
9350 Webster Place 
A quality home in a most 
desirable location. Close to 
sea & park. Attractive 3 bdrm. 
home with full cement 
basement. Large lot is 
beautifully landscaped & has 
several trees to enhance its 





Attractive small home 
at$34.5«0
We can place a CMHC on this if 
you qualify, so your low down 
payment can get you a home.
.CallRoseriu.se 
at office or evenings 
652-2694
DELUXE HOME 
Nine month old quality home in 
Brentwood Bay. Luxurious, while 
embossed shag, double clo-sots 
and beautifully appointed en- 
siiile in Master Bdrm. Kitchen 
extras include, sdf cleanng wall 
oven - dish washer and gar- 
burator. Large Hec, Room with 
second fireplace and "wet” liar.
Asking $6,5.900 M1,S
Contact Rose Utise 
At office or evenings 6.52 2li!il 
Brentwood Properties 
7273 West Saanich Hoad





: 3477 SAANICH RD.
BUS. 386-3585 RES. 656-3602
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! 
Retirement or Starter 
$29,900 
22 YearOid
2 bedroom-stucco - no step 
bungalow in quiel Roberts Bay 
area. Call
Call Neva Pennie to view M.L.S. 
386-3585
WHMMil
Where meats are a specially, not a sidelino
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
(IHADE -AV
CHUCK STEAKS. . . . . . . . . ..
GRADE ‘A’






SIDE BACON . . . .. . . . . .
WHOLE OR SHANK '4,
Im^wCs ' Si .. .
FATT'S FRE.SH FROZE.N -
BOASTING ffllCKEN, . .
For Rorvlco & quality shop the a4(K) Block Heaeon Ave,
656-5501
OppH Dolly R;B0 a.m, <0 5;'Tn fi.m 
■BPECIALIZINCl IN FIIESII CUT MEATS'







Immaculate home wilh lovely 
garden. 1 block from Beacon 
Ave. Asking $32,500 MLS.
2 BEDROOMS 
.M.so a delightful home only 5 
min walk from shopi)ing. Lane 
in rear. Asking $30,500, MLS
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Gorgeous home on .43 Acre. 2 
Bedrooms up and In-Law suite 
down. Finished in poplar 
throughout out. .A delight to 
see. $65,000, MLS
I.OTS
Deep Cove: '2 .Acre building 
site. Perc OK. water 
available. $25,000. MLA
.Ardmore; Waterfront. Lovely 
.6 Acre property. Cleared. 








FOR smaller house in Brentwood 
area. References available on 
request. 383-6374 or 652 2863, 24.3
IF YOU DECIDE TO SELL your 
home or buy a house, or both, for 
personal service please call Tom 
Evans ol Douglas Realty. 385 S784 or 




BEACON AT 1st STREET
ORDERS TAKEN FOR STRAW­
BERRIES. Any quantity. Phone 656- 
3071. 25-2
TRAILERS
SECOND OWNER 1963 U S MODEL 
VALIANT Signet, two door hardtop, 
six automatic, radio, 58,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 656-4217 
after 5p.m. 22 ff
ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES, 
Marital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 





OFFICE AREA 530 Sq. ft. in 
Professional Building at 9775 4th St., 
Sidney. Ground floor loca’ion, com- 
piete with carpel, liqtit fixtures and 
heat supplied. Suitable fo>- 
professional practitioner, company 
offices etc .with lease terms available. 
Apply ste, 304 9775 - 4lh S'. or Capital 
Regional Agencies Ltd., 2481 Beacon 
Ave., Sidney. I6 ti
“Vancouver Island's most 
complete supply of 
Trailer-Camper Parts " 
Propane Refilling 
Profiled Aluminum
1971, IS FT. TRAVELAIR. Sleeps five. 
Twin tanks, leveler hitch, brakes, 
furnace, stove, fridge, toilet and 
spare, 656 5158. 26 12
1965 PLY.MOUTH SPORTS FURY. No
reasonable offer refused 656 4658, 26 1
1960 FALCON; Dune Budqy frame. As 
is. 656 1589. 26 1
SIDNEY COMMUNITY ACTION, 9768 
First St., 656-3013 or 656-1489. A free 
counselling and consultation service 
for anyone reqyiring information or 
guidance with regard to legal 
quest ions and Human R ighls. 23-4
INCOME TAX. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonaole rales. Can Pick up 479- 
1961. 5-tl
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
- THURS. FRI. SAT.
„We reserve the right tq 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a'.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
1964 FORD FALCON, as Is. Cheap. 
656 5282. 26 1
For Rent
FOR RENT, 17 ft: Travelair. Sleeps 
six. 656 3830or 652 1 192. 26-1
TO ALL RELATIVES and friends, we 
gratetully acknowledge with heartfelt 
appreciation your kind and thoughtful 
expression ot sympathy. The Williams 
family. 26-1
FOR LEASE, 450 sq. fl. office on 
store. Beacon Ave. Sidney. 479-2106. 6- 
tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE in Sidney. 
Close to al! shops. Suitable pensioners. 
656 4493evcnings only. 26 1
WANTED BY SINGLE RETIRED
gentleman, light housekeeping room, 
preferably turnished and with 
separate bath, in Sidney area. Days 
656-4393, nights 656-3271. 26-1
REPAIRS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
DO YOU HAVE A WILL? 
Does Your Spouse have a Will? 
Have your will drawn up at 
NORFOLKTRUST 
1004 Blanshard Victoria, B.C. 





















FOR SINGLE FEMALE STUDENT
suite or light housekeeping room in 
Brentwood area. 479-1565. 26-1
IF YOU DECIDE TO SELL YOUR 
HOME OR BUY A HOUSE, OR 
BOTH, FOR PERSONAL SERVICE 
PLEASE CALL Tom Evans of 
Douglas Realty, 385-8784or 652-2620.
26-1
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 








Good v/orking order. 656-2193.
S25.00. 
26 1
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 









Mary, to Mr 
The wedding 
Martin-in-the- 




pleased to announce fhe 
their daughter, Suan 
. Peter Emile Hartlen. 
will take place at St. 
Fields, Victoria, B.C. on 
at 5:00 p.m. Rev. T. C. 
officiate and The Rev. 
assist. 261
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE 9732 




for a factory trained speeiaiist 
phone 656-5114
9967 -=7th Street Sidnev, B.C.
BB.VDFOUI) AVI-:. - SIDNEY 
l.ociilc'dat the end of the luiw cul- 
de-sac just east of Re.sthaven on 
Bradford this lOO x 120 foot lot i.s 
within easy walking distance of 
shopping Silver Threads and 
other fncilities.
Building is restricted lo one 
single-family dwelling at this 
time as only one water con- 
nection is permitted. IdeaP 
retirement home-site wilh ad­
ditional developmi-nl possible 





IMMACUEA I'E HOME 
MANICURED GROUNDS 
This lovely 3-4 bedroom home 
with 2 fireplaces -1 in living room 
and 1 in rec room - plus li-! 
bathrooms - plus quality carpet. 
A treat to view. Asking .$.57,000. 
MLS. '
MORNING- NIGHT-OH NOON 
The view is breathtaking on 2 
beautiful acres high above Elk 
Lake. This lovely older home has 
large living room, dining room, 
kitchen, 3 bedrooms, utility, den, 
Uj bathrooms, lull basement 
willi delightful rec. room. Treed 
border provides park-like 
seclusion. All for $12,5,000.
AHD.MOUE
3.22 Acres of Beautiful 
“Tall Timbers” 
Comprising 
3 • Subdivided Lots,




SINGLE BED; DOUBLE BED; 
dresser with mirror and stool •• four 
drawer chest; Cogsweir rocker ,- 
Moffat, 30 inch, electric stove; can- 
nister st and bread box to match; easy 
washer, spin dry; hand-mower; % 
inch plasfie pipe; lawn swing; lawn 
chairs, all day Friday, 834 Bradley 
Dyne Road. 656-4034. 25-1
THREE,'Used 775 X 14 tires. Passed 
by Motor Vehicle Inspection. S2.50 
each. Phone 656-5361. 26-1
——:—^——— --------- -—■
RABBITS, NEW ZEALAND WHITES. 
Three months old, both, sexes, bred 
from.- imported prize winning stock; , 
Suitable for breeding and show.'S5.00 
each; 656-1827.' - , - : ,:26- ’
SINGER STRETCH-STITCH Dial b-; 
rt-Matic. Used once. $190,00. 656-1408 
evenings, 26-1
HAND MOWER; hydraulic jack; 
floor polisher; carpet sweeper; size 10 
leatherette coat; heavy . aluminum 
-Dutch Oven and three pots; 4 x 6 
mauve rug matching curtains and 
bedspread. Misc articles. All excellent 
condition. Phone 656-5222 or call at 
10291 Godfrey Piacc. 26-1
LEVELER HITCH COMPLETE with 
electric brake controls. $30.00. 656- 
3470. 261
BRENTWOOD AREA, reliable 
student wants summer baby sitting 
job. Experienced, references. 652- 
2339. 26-1
DUTCH GARDENER AVAILABLE
for Sidney - Brentwood Area. Good 
workmanship at reasonable prices 
Have good crew for larger jobs. Call 
656-5027. 26-lt
JOHN'S DRILLING





BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 pirn, every 










Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­




711.5 VVKS rS.A.V.N’K’II HD.
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-'-'is i '' t * • a ■"'h '




SWIMMING POOL, now 6 ft, wide, 12 
inch deep. $10,00; hiqh chair, $5,00, 
Phono 656-4915. f 26 1
CAREY'S CLEAfsi-UP, Expert clean­
up of yards and basements. 
Rotovating. Free estimates. 656-5671 
after 5p.m. ll-tf
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototilling 
■ Big or small jobs. Call anytime, 656- 
3689. : ' 13-tf
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement Vi/ork, landscaping by hour or 
contract. Free estimates. Call 364- 
9737. 33-tf
MATURE WOMAN TO HOUSE 
CLEAN 2 3 days weekly. Saanichton 
area, Transportation arranged it 
required. Phone 652-2355 evenings. 26-
1' ' , ■
PUBLIC MEETING, Norway House, 
1110 Hillside Ave., Sunday June 30, 
1974, 2:30 p.m. John Darvill,
Authorized Speaker. Subject. For 
What Will You Vote? Sponsored by B- 
12348Technocracy Inc. 26-1
WORK SHOPS FOR DRAMA, Music 
and Dance will be held at ;North 
Saanich School, for children 6 - IS, 
years; interested phone 656-1326. 26-1
MUST SELL ALL FURNITURE 
BEFORE July 1, 1974, 3 pc. bedroom 
suite, $160.00; apartment freezer 
$200.00; double bed $20.00; single bed 
$15.00; 3 dressers $10,00 each; chrome 
table ,ind six chairs, $30.00; wringer 
washer, $10.00; 2 clieslorfiolcis $20 
each; 2chairs; 6x 9and9x I2c.arpets, 
$20 each, coffee table, aniique 
smoker stand $40; chain saw $200.00; 
aniique chair $50,00, Apt. 1 9768 Third 
S.it, I p m, 10 p.m, 
"eTgHT MONTH OLD SPAYED
CORGI E. (':vcellenl pel Phone 656
'>069, 26 1
V2ANTED, BABY SITTER Sidney 
area. Phono 656-4309, 26-1
AVON HAS an open territory in Ard 
more. Sell pari time or full time to 
earn extra money. No experience 
required. Call 384 734.5. 26 1
WANTED, ONE OR TWO GIRLS to
Share rent of house, Approx. $90.00 per 
irion. 'oidney area, 656 1415 after 6:30 
p.m, 26 1
INGLIS WRINGER WASHER. t;x
colleilt cohdiliOh, Oilers, 656 4330. 26 1
WANTED, CLEANING LADY hi
monthly, three hours Ptione 656 4266,
26 1
MEN OR WOMEN inforesfed m 
sales. Will (ram, Phono 6.56-.5!l97, 7 t(
GORDON HAY
wishes lo iiifotni his friends 
aiut assoviales he has 
discontinued his joh as 
salesman ftir Tht' Midro I'sed 





OuHlity Moat Cut. Wrapped 
(or Homo Proozors 
7108 W. Soanlch 6S2-1652 J
Contractors
Miscellaneous
(lIu/FS Hug Wool 
Hatik Hoads
Brentwood Arts & Crafts
* 183 A\ , Saanich Hoad 






, 7174 Wf).5t Saanicti Road '
Spocinllzing In low co»t lonnn
BILL BRAIN ROORNG















Htfsiaenlial ^ Commorcial 
A Golf Course Corifitruction









Ail nupHU'lt • Any 4 zt> tiOfVI iViO 
Iraiiijf CKShiC-TH ' CuHom iTiAiUJ
(Mfl'llul’tl ' '






.all piono parts stocked, 
Conservfitorio,s at Zurich 
enrf Vienna
































































I Wednesday, June 26, 1974
BOOK CHAT
One Librarian’s Book Chat
Alan Fry, the author of How a 
People Die and Come a Long 
Journey, has done it again with 
what may be his best novel yet. 
the revenge of ANNIE 
CHARLIE extends his theme of 
the comic-tragedy of white- 
Indian relations in a modern 
adventure, detective story, laced 
with humour.
Gyp Sandhouse, a two-bit 
rancher, has spent his whole life 
avoiding responsibility. His one 
desire is to be left alone, content 
with his easy friendship with the 
local Indians and his casual 
relationship with Big Meadow 
Charlie’s daughter, Annie.
When Moses Crease, an Indian 
whose cold-blooded rages terrify 
everyone, is killed by tribal 
consent, Gyp is involved 
whether he w'anted to be or not. 
From this point on. Fry’s skill as 
a story-teller becomes 
increasingly apparent as Gyp 
tries to protect the killer from the 
White Man’s la'A\ In a merry 
round-about, he leads the 
Mounties on fake expeditions into 
the bush, earning the
exasperation and emnily of the 
pedantic sergeant.
Alan F’ry’s boyhood on a ranch 
in the Cariboo has fitted him 
superbly to describe the outdoor 
life of cattle, bush and horses. His 
characters come to life with drole 
humour. There is young 
Constable Shaw whose romantic 
notions about Mounties are 
straight outof the movies: “We'll 
go and track him down. We'l! 
need a tracker. You always have 
a tracker. One of the okier 
Indians who trust the Mounties. 
Sort oi like a scout.”
And Big Meadow Charlie whose 
mysterious thought patterns 
revolve around making Gyp his 
son-in-law; Little Boy. big. gentle 
and malleable - and the innocent 
killer; and, of course, .‘\nnie. the 
beautiful girl who won the heart 
of the reluctant rancher.
THE REVENGE OF .W.ME 
CHAHIJE is very like The 
Breaking of Smith’s (Juarlt'r 
Horse, by Paul St. Pierre- just as 
realistic and just as much fun. 
Ask for it from the Sidney-North 
Saanich Branch of the liegional 
Library now.
Last Meeting Of Season 
Held At St Andrew's
The last meeting of the season 
featured reports on the recent 
Deanery meeting, held at St. 
Andrew’s, and a most interesting 
account of the Diocesan Synod, 
was given jointly by President, 
Mrs. Doris Small and Miss Jane 
Leigh.
Members were reminded of the 
Caroline Macklem Home Garden 
Party, Wednesday, June 19, and 
ten dozen cookies and slice were
Clearing has begun on Mc­
Donald Park Road in preparation 
for major repairs. North Saanich 
will save approximately $3,000 by 
having the municipal staff clear 
the land and Jones Excavating 










FULFORD HARBOR ■ TIDES










































The fol lowing is fhe 
meteorological report for the week 
ending June 23 furnished by the 
Research,StcUion, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. (June 17) 74
Minimum Temp (June 23) 40




Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending June 23.
MaximuiTi Temp (Juno 18) 76




CANE ON RESTHAVEN DRIVE.
May buclainnHt at R .C.M.P oliice. 26
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRE-REGISTRATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
StiidciitN who have n»l been t'lintllfd In Suaiiich nistiict 
Schools ami wish to pre-regikter for Scpleniher classt^s in 
Gt iuleH 6 to 12 al (ltca|»pro|irla(c schools aic askcil to visit t|n* 
school iM'tuccn 9:00 a,in. and 12:00 noon on Wcdncsihty, July 




tOHO Wesley Hoad 
Vietorla, B.C.
6r*H.522l
MT. NEWTON JENIOH 
SEfONDAUV 
IK.1() Keating X Road 
It.H. No. 3. Vielnrla. Il.T'. 
652-1 Kl'i
north h a,V .Sir II
.SCIIOOI,
1017.5 .VIoDoorild I’nrk Road 
Sidney, ILC. 
m.lJ2))„ '
P.-vrtKL ,vvii m’rttv., 
HAHV .SCHOOL 
10610 .MeOoiialil I'ark Road 
Kidney, ILC,
HOVAL OAK .lUMOR 
KECONDARV ' 
l.dtl IVesi Saaiueli Road 
Meionii, H.i.
T79-7I2H ;
^Indents noi certain of the 
may teleplimie fWfi lltl Tor
- serving the area from Royal 
Oak to Saanichtoh, anil 
enrnlUng GrailfH It and 12.
. serving (he BienOuiod. 
Protipeet Lake, Oiinanee. 
Keating and Saanichliin 
areas, enrolling Gratles K, 9 
and to.
.enrolling Grade 7 andti from 
0<>ep Cove, Ardmore. Sidliei. 
Hanslmry anil Melatisli 
areas, ami Grade i: Irom 
,,Sidney.
• serving the armt Irom 
.Sansitury anti MiV.ivU, G> 
Deep Cove, Imimtiog .'^iilney, 
and enrolling Grades a. to anil 
It and 12.
..serving the Elk Lake-Reave 
Lake, Cordova Ray and Roval 
ilak area**, eni oliinu Grades N. 
ft ami |0.
f,chool which llievNhfrtild ailend 
Informal ion.
Pot Luck Dinner Before Meetings 
At Royal Canadian Legion
A cleliglitful Pot Luck supper 
proceeded the June meetings. 
Guests were 1st Vice President 
Joe Ball and his wile, also Club 
•Manager George Coldwell and 
his wife. The Tombola prizes 
were won by Charlie Erickson 
and Mrs. Dorothy Townshend. 
-Mrs. Pawena Nunn, L...\. 
representative on tlie .Men's 
E n I e r I ;,i i n n i e n t C o m m i 11 e e 
reported that various money 
raising i)lans are on loot, the 
largest tieing a Barliecue and fun
day at Sanscha Hall and grounds 
on the new holiday, .Monday. 
.August 3. The ladies are selling 
tickets on the beautiful burl table 
which has been donated to the 
Branch,
Several catering dates have 
been accepted during the sum­
mer, and Mrs. Caneda 
Herrington would bo most 
grateful for offers of help - 'phone 
t),")()-l()58 or President. .Mrs. 
Dorothy Pearson. (;.5()-2043,
LICENCED PRACTICAL NURSES
I{<“s( Haven Geiicr;il Mospitui
I'll te .Tii It eds,
Siiliiev, Brilisit ( tiloililii;i
vvoiili! lie interested in n eeivin!' a|ipUe;itinns ro:- the above 
positinii.
I’lease l•(nlta^•t i)ii ector ii( Niit ses
r.3i;il2l
or \v rite Director lit Norses 
Rest Haven General Hospital 
Sidnev . B.C.
promised for the tea.
Mrs. Dorothy Thomas had 
received a letter concerning the 
Group’s adoptee — Gustavo 
Benitez, aged 4, of Argentina. 
Twenty four members of the 
group have donated 50c a month 
the care of this child since 
November 1973. Another large 
bag of used stamps was sent in to 
the Diocesan Chairman and will 
be much appreciated.
USED 25” COLOR T.V.
New i‘icturc Tuhi Solid Wood Cahiiict






Central Saanich alderman Ray 
Lamont queried the proper 
procedure for addressing the 
chair following the election of 
Jeari Butler as mayor. He was 
informed j “Madam Chairmanj 
Mada m Mayor or your Worship’ ’ 
vvould'do: ■'
A 7 oz. SIRLOIN, BAKED POTATO, 
GARLIC BREAD, TOSSED SAUD
SEE FOR YOURSELF
L
Beacon Plaza - Sidney 656-4822
HOURS: Daily 11:30 ■ 9 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. till MIDNITE 
Sundays 4:30 - 9 P.M.
.ll'J, .,J . ■iW '•■Mil. 1- D ,1. a.'.'uL'. .
LADY'S WRIST WATCH on tUvicon 
Ave. Inticriplicuv on back. Sifniimuni.il 
value, fG'Wiirit, 6.‘i6 )36'A 26 I
ill Unlay ■••liLl.'L/iLia . H.ijk’'I'.k CiJ .i'pm.k.. Iv'I tUF'
'Imm. '^y





W.J. ELLIOTT, C..V. 
Beacon Shopping Plaza 






Home and Office Cleaners 








Robert W. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-4611
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
AH Kopair.'i-Aii.v .ki/o lioal and 









Upholstery Vinyls in Slock 
6.5(;-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
Contractors







New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rales-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residenliai 
Construction. Renovations 








KM)5] McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 SIDNEY










BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING










Roofing —- Repairs — 
Eavestroiighs. Qualified 

















W.M. (Bill) BAART 
Specialist in Colour T.V 
Problems.^^^ ^ ^ ^
PERG. & SOIL 
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION .TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
TRACING ESCAPMENT OF EFFLUENTj 
LOCATING PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
Ph. 656-4297
IN YOUR HOME 
Steam Ci'rp8t& 
Upholstery Cleaning
SPECIALIZING IN WALL 








2412 Beacon Avenue 
656-2713
, .. vA.l. (Lent GUSDEN 
SAWf/L/W(3 & y 
TOOL GRINDING 
Scissors Sharpened 
































Governmont ceriHiad, tochnicion 
with 35 years oxpoflonco in Flee- 
uonic Maintonanco and Repairs.
RUSS’S TRACTOR 
SERVICE






All types anti Construelion 
Fast, FJficicnt, Professional 
Service
COVE SERVICES
The Home of Common Sense Prices!
AVALON FARM 
GARDEN CENTRE 
Beacon at 5th ,
Thousands of Shrubs —■ Trees - 
Bulbs and Plants. , 










Industrial • Rosklonlml 
Commercial Wiring , 
Polos and Lino Work
OUALIIY WORKSMANSHIP 
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE
■ PHONE tkltWIMS - ■














Iniiiiranrit (Talma Promptly Handled
2384 Beacon Phone 656-1313
GORDON UREN
Pnintliig/k Deeonitllig 





[■'isli nnd CliipK liur .Siiecittlty
6501621
■i’i
f’l ; -sXI 1








25 years experience 




Rcpali s T .Viiplliiiice CiMnicctliiiik 












srouKS - offh;es- HOMES
■-'"656-2444..:' .
nUILD WITH IlUICK 
A.SIl BLOCK 





YOUR ONE STOP SIIOI* 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVIBIl 
ft EAST S.\ANI€H RD. 
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. • 8I».M 
6,50.4(161
COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY ».v.*.*Avwv.vwNW.;.;
W. PETERS"
.MHiwmrv Cnutraelnr 
ItillCK BLOCK mom: 
CONCHCTL I-AVINO 
OHO ,\lex Itoftd. ktumiOiinn 
PHONE 65'|.mi.
CrKj Aid rm IKr
Crisis Line (24 huursi .3864323 
Family AJlowwiiu, Old Age 
fii.'t'uillj .(ltd Ou.if.mtcLd In­
come Siippl(‘inent ;i88-3631 
Financial Assistance (Social 
Allowance and Supplement lo 
Old Ago hecurityt:
-■Sidney, Central and North 
Saanich, (•ulf Itdands (tr>(i-394i 
Adoption, L oxter tare, Child 
}''ii.»U'Ctioii. Cnmaitioi iho- 
. ents; , : ' , . '■■,
Homcfh.aker ;',K'.cfil3.3
Landlord and 'reimnl Advi.sory 
Hurenu 382-319(1
Legal Aid -- Criminal :iK2 2Uil 
Meals on Wheels 656-2147
Saanich MeiKal IleaUh Centre 
47!Mfi()2
Public Health (Fro-nalal, Well 
Baby, Immunization ami V,D,
-Centra! .Saanich and 
.Saaalcit








ClInicBi School Health Ser­
vices; Smiltallon Service**, 
-Sidney 666-1188
—Gangeii . ■ .
.School Disirlctn
No, (»3 - Kurrii .Snatilch; Central 
Saanich, North Saomch,
Sidney 656-1111
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Airport ‘Vigilante’ Work Party Takes Over Seaplane Ramp Repair
sayng he’s got a negative at­
titude,” Robertson said.
'tSs.Sy4
■ "’‘'"■Vv'''r. vt,',"''- i - ' ."'
‘■•sastj
Volunteer work crew scrape mud from Patricia Bay .seaplane rarnp.
BY BRUCE OBEE 
Special to the Sidney Review
Victoria Airport Association 
members got fed up with the 
Ministry of Transport “stalling 
off’ on'repairs to the Patricia Bay 
seaplane ramp and repaired it 
themselves, President John 
Robertson said last week.
Robertson told The Review 
the ramp has been in poor repair 
for theee or four years and the 
MOT has been approached 
“dozens and dozens and dozens” 
of times with requests to upgrade 
the facility.
“In 10 years the extent of their 
maintenance is painting yellow
lines and erecting bilingual 
signs,” he said.
The ramp, used about three or 
four times a day, he said, has 
been the cause of damage to 
many planes which often get 
“hungup” at the foot of the ramp 




Work parties from Viking Air, 
Victoria Flight Centre, B.C. 
government, Harrison Aircraft 
Maintenance, Robertson Air­
craft, Victoria Flying Club, and 
individual pilots gathered last 
week i;o remove some five feet of
rnud which had accumulated on 
the bottom 40 feet of the ramp, he 
said.
Cement was poured to fill 
numerous cracks, Robertson 
said.
The workers invested about 
S200 in the repairs but the ramp is 
in need of “substantial major 
repairs,” he said, and it’s the 
MOT’S responsibility to maintain 
the ramp.
Robertson “blames” Airport 
Manager Jack Knowland for the 
MOT’S procrastination in getting 
on with the work.
“He does have the power and 
ability to help us and I don’t mind
Central Saanich Recreation Program
The Airport Association has 
also been “pushing” for a break­
water which consists of four logs 
lo protect float planes, he said.
There was a similar break­
water in the bay a year and a half 
ago, he said, but it was removed 
after it was damaged by a storm..
I.NCORRECT
Knowland told The Review 
Robertson is incorrect in stating 
he has the power to order the 
work on the ramp be done.
“I've done everything I can to 
get it done,” Knowland said, “it’s 
corning, but it can’t be done 
overnight ”
The Department of En­
vironment has tentatively agreed 
to “i-emodel” the entire float­
plane area, he said, and repairs 
to the ramp are included in the 
plans, which are still “in the 
blueprint stage.”
The DOE’S plans are “overdue 
now” because of snags with the 
Department of Public Works
which does the building, 
Knowland said. .
It’s senseless to spend money 
on repairing the ramp now 
because the DOE will be spen­
ding money for the same repairs 
i’l the future, he said.
“We would all like the thing to 
happen tomorrow,” Knowland 
added.
FRENCH CUISINE LUNCHEON, DINNER
Sidney Provincial
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP 
RESERVATIONS 479-2123
Court News 
in The Review BEACON RENTALS
■A 22-year-old Sidney man has 
been convicted of extortion and 
sending threatening letters to a 
Sidney businessman.




The Central Saanich 
Recreatibn Commission is 
sponsoring several youth 
programmes this summer. It is 
hoped that through these courses 
every child from the age of five 
through 13 will be offered a 
course that he may participate 
'da'
1 . S u m m e r S por ts 
Progra mme - This programme is 
open to children 9 to 13. There will 
be two sessions eaeh day to ac- 
•commodatelthe age differences 
in the children.
A.M. - 9:00 - 12:00 for the 9 and 
10 year olds.
P.M^ -12:30 - 3^0 for the llv 12 
and 13 year olds.v 
Within the Sports Programme 
there will be three separate 
programmes as follows:
July 2nd - July 19th - Volleyball 
and; gymnastics; J uly 22nd - 
August 9th - Minor games, rhyth­
mics and- hiking; August 12th - 
August 30th - Mini-basketball and 
minor games.
Registration for these courses 
will be held at Brentwood 
Elementary School, on July 2nd 
at 9:00 - 10:00 for 9 and 10 year 
olds and at 1:00 - 2:00 for 11, 12, 
and 13 year olds. Cost of 
registration is $1.00 per child for 
a three-week course. There are 
family rates available. For 
further information please phone 
Miss Lorna McHattio - 652-l'745.
2.Summer Parks Programme - 
This programme is open to 
children ages S to 10. There will 
be two sessions each day to ac­
commodate the age difference in 
the children, Within the Parks 
Programme there will be four 
two-week sessions.
July 2-12111-9:00 and 11:30.5, 
6, 7 year plds. 12:30 - 3:00 fl, 9.10 
year oldsb
July 15-26th-9:00 - 11:30 8. 9.
,to year olds, 12:30 - 3;()0 5, 6, 7 
year olds.
July 29 - Aug. 9 • 9:00 - 11:30 • 5, 
6,7 year olds. 12:30»3:00 - 8, 9 lO 
year olds,
Aug. 12 • 23rd • 9:00 • 11:30 • fl, 9 
10 year olds, 12:30 • 3:00 - 8, 6 7 
year olds,
This course will Include such 
actlviUes as singing, sports, 
haridt-crnflB; puppetry, drama
and folk dancing. Cost of 
registration is $5.00 per child for 
a two-week session. Family rates 
are available.
Registration for this 
programme will be held at 
Centennial Park on July 2nd, at 
9:00 - 10:00 for 5, 6, 7 year olds 
and 12:30 - 1:30 for 8, 9, 10 year 
olds:^'
For further information please 
contact Mrs. Judi Aitken at 652-
3115.';-;/'■':.■■■
3.“Adventures in French” -
Brentwood Elementary School - 
July 2 - 12th. This programme is 
an introduction to French for 
boys and girls ages 5 to 13, There 
will be two sessions a day - 9:30 - 
12:00 and'l:00 - 3:30.
Included in this programme 
will be such activities as singing, 
games, crafts, stories and 
outings. The cost for this course 
is $2.00 per child.
For .further information and 
registration please contact Mrs: 
Judi Aitken at 652-3115.
Walter Stanley Lord, of 1070 
Cypress, was found guilty Friday 
by Judge D.G .Ashby in Sidney 
provincial court.
He was remanded to July 22 for 
sentencing.
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF
Glen Marks, 17, of Sidney, was 
fined $25 and placed on six 
months’ probation for shoplifting.
ROGE’S SERVICE
FOR
Richard Stewart, of Victoria, 
was fined $100 for theft under 
$200.
WEEHem mm ‘HMeii’
Alexander Bonare, 9337 
Maryland, was fined $350 for 
impaired driving. Robert 
Urquart, 1254 Clayton, and Blake 
Tracey, 9701 First, were each 
fined $350 for driving with a 
blood-alcohoT content of more 
than .08 per cent.
SMALL & LARGE ENGINES AND GARDEN
WORK GUARANTEED
Marijuana plants seen growing 
on a balcony at the Prairie Inn on 
East Saanich Road led to 
the arrest of a 19-year-old girl. 
Central Saanich police chief 
Bob Miles said a citizen had 
spotted nine marijuana plants on 
the second-floor balcony so the 
Victoria drug squad was advised 
and put it under surveillance.
Summer constable Bernie Stav 
noticed three “hippie-looking” 
males enter the building at 3 p.m. 
After the men came out with the 
plants and drove away, Stav 
notified Chief Miles.
Miles caught up with them on 
the Pat Bay Highway just inside 
Saanich and discovered the three 
“hippies” tp be ,e,bers pf 
Miles caught up with them on 
the Pat Bay Highway just inside 
Sanich and discovered the three 
“liippies” to be members of the 
Victoria drug squad who had 
confiscated the plants minutes 
earlier, but failed to notify 
Central Saanich police of their 
actions.
The girl was seen watering the 





This is an addition to our line of automotive, 
househoid, gardening and construction equip­
ment for rental.
BLUE MOUNTAIN






During the 12th and early I3lh 
century in Europe, there came 
into being groups of wandering 
minstrels who travelled from 
place to place entertaining people 
wherever they went.
ThcBO people were essentially 
entertainers, but they are 
remembered now primarily for 
the way they spread the news 
Now a group of modern day 
minstrels has sprung out of the 
student body of Camrosc 
Lutheran College. CumroHC. 
Alberta. Thlir group, who call 
t he ms ol V C8 “ T »i rce M i ns t re 1 .s 
Four”, are travelling throughout 
WeBtern Canad.'i enterfaining 
pt'ople wherever they go.
They will be making a public 
appearance In Sidney (his 
Friday, June 2.8lh at 8:00 o'clock
p.m, Peace Lutheran Church, 
2'295 Weiler Avenue will host the 
concert. 'I’here will lie no ad- 
mi.ssion charged, but a free-will 
offering will be received. '
The Minstrels are, as one would 
exjwct from their name, com­
posed of .seven people, three girls 
and four men. They are all 
working (ogetlier in tliis concert 
lotir to help raise money for ne.\l 
year’s tuition fees at college. The 
free-will offering will he given, in 
its enlirety, directly to the group,
EUST’S
JEWELERS
Hours - 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon. to Sat
after houis 656-5613 656-3018
BEACON RENTALS LTD.
244aEeacoii 056-2532 2520 BEACON AVE. 656-4522
CHARBROILED STEAKS








iHHam he^M yeai dk> IMimm right
Innerled by Ilonahl Miinio Campaign




































NALLEYS ASSORTED | HEINZ
RELISH 2^yQj||/IUSTARD2m
12 OZ.











ZIP DRY R ALTASWEET
FIRESTARTER HONEY
59* I ■ 75*
FRESH SEEDI.ESS THOMPSON
GREEN GRAPES 69'





SIDNEY DAYS ARE YOUR DAYS 
FERLIN HUSKEY SHOW TICKETS HERE
















TEL. 6 5 6 55G1 lAREA 6 04 i
Win a 7 day trip
for two in
^\ONAL
I 1211 WHARF ST.y TOURS VICTORIA, B.C.
LTD. PHONE 386-2431
I ill inii/iiii! an! i‘H 1 I ‘!>i(! Iinu!‘ il ta Sfiiiiiawn luar I y<ii li.
C|VI li 5f=
Your hosts are Butler Brothers Building




OPEN DAILY 11:30 A.M.-10:00 P.M. 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY TILL MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 4:30 • 9:00
HOT DOGS
MALTS






CHAIRMAN . . .
CO-CHAIRMAN . .
ENTERTAINMENT ’
PARADE . . . . .
CO-CHAIR . . ...
ADVERTISING (SIGNS) 
SEA-FOOD FIESTA . 
CO-CHAHl. . . . .
FINANCE ... ■ •
CO-CHAIR. . . . -
BAVARIAN GARDENS 
GO-CHAIR . ....
LIGHTING & SOUND 
: ,GAMES . .: •
STEER RAFFLE . .
CONSTRUCTION . .

















; Lynn Gardner 





/ Gary Pearson, ; L 
; Da-ve Willington '
Gary Fullerton 
, Hans Isriahal 
IlomeCIuard
Jim Carl.son, Ken Stevenson, , 
Tom Brown, Marry Sanderson, 
Frank Mazzocca.
(Lonw ill jnd h-j\ i' J !d) 
.11
fttdrieiis
ni \1 n N I VMIl rO(,VI\VI AR"
I pf f! / ^ ' t' '( ’•! Rf.n on Avenue,
I'iioiu' (iSb'l7,'4 Sidnev, B, ( .
SlDNl'V VILLA COiFl'l RL 




C A 7s A n 1A !’s ■ 'vl P E R1A L
BANK OF COMMERCE
2339 BEACON AVEN’JE 
SIDNEY. B.C. 
BUS. PHONE 655*399.2
Your Gateway to Beautiful Vancouver Island
HOTEL SIDNEY 
P.O. Box 368, Sidney, B.C. 
Phone (Area Code 604) 656-1131
®. 1 Modern "Hold hy lin; Sen 
®M(Hlcr)i, Relaxing/Single and,: 
Douhlc Rooms.
@l.oc(ite(l of I llic .Haul I ligh'^fiy
' : ®lndoor (Heated i Sunmrrnng I out
©SalnuiMRith ' -
®7:l
®Sea Vicic Dining Room 
® Co ffee, Shop for those in a Hurry : 
® Fresh Sea Food Ihady 
®Horizon Room 
®C:iose lo all Ferry Terminals 
®Ten .\]inules to International 
Airport
Custom Port of Fniry at Front
Door
91 .ess than Ad minutes to I letorui








rni-r vtoMF oFConAnNi; inrA'-, oq->-
POHTABLE. DELIVERIES OJO-SiyrO
656-3976
UP TO DATE STYLES IN 5 to 20 
6564814 2474 BEACON
' 1 4 1. ....... -... ......... ....... —
SAn RDAV, JI NF 29th
'‘M'rec Admission to grounds - Sandown Race 1 rack.
•'■Midway afternoon and evening.
'''Bavarian (iardens in the alternoon - I'.ntertainment 
'Ihe Wig Dickie Show'
*.Miss .Saanicl'i i^eninsida Fagent - 8:00 I’.M. - Sanst lui Hall 
'M);30 F.M. Giant Outdoor Dance with tww hands -
‘Woodshed’ (Gountry Western) - 'Hush' (Rock !\ Roil)
.All at Sandown Race 1 rack.





I .1} n.i Ml I !,n I ir
Ann.r** 1 .isIdous, IJumIwimmI
WViiily ( I'owinvii 
SiihifN I till Nm,
Artii'sk Not \ onti Air 1 od i





SiilncN S*il ll i.ill Asv'ti
1 jiilir
nkIiha .iihI N«‘t til s.i.Hiii I
( li.oiiiM'i III ( *miiiM Ii (




‘ (X)OD Ol/ F.\S1110.\'ED C'OOKJ.\’0’
i:utior Hou^c (©ift ^Ijoppc;;;:i
556-1621 9776 Forth St.
2529 Beacon Avenue. Sidney. B.C. 656-3232 
GIFTS FOR ALL OCC.ASIONS
Sidney sanitary Garbage Service
Clean-Up Qo^^ainer Service
Ik'lleck Crvs'al Jc^'^ t'iF'ry L. ical Handaii’!
Bewick DouUon Smivours Collcdor's lien::. ' ^
Coaipori Hunimd C'lunu \\'eJJii:y Inviiun. ea:
1 LIONEL .& RUTH AIARDLE 1,
Service 656-1920
RUST'S IEWTlLI.ERS




2443 BEACON AVENUE 656-2532
BROTHERS LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE VICTORIA YARD,
SIDNEY 3955 QUADRA ST
97M 5tf> ST 
Ph: 656-1 175
PHONE 479-7151 j |_
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
'WISHlNGr EVERYONE A GOOD TIME'
^ .244:9 BEACON AVEt: j :656-T;t7T,
/• CAef




WINDSHiELDS • WINDOW SCREENS 
GLASS OF ALL KINDS 
656-1313 Day or Night
9812 ■ FOURTH ST., SIDNEY, B,,C.
STYLE-TONE
CLEANERS LTD.
• LAUNDRY •dry CLEANING 
• S H 1 R T B E R V I C E • R U G S & D R A P E S
BEACON BARBER STYLIST 
FRED THORNTON, PROP. 
656-5244 2448 BEACON
6biT2322 2 -1 3 ? B 1 AGON F










Bescon & Fiith - Sidnsv
"1
Dali Irasor - Managfr
TOROiHrrO-BOKSINiON BANK
Sidney. B.C,.






Midway and Outdoor show day and evenmu; - Sandown Raet 
Dions \Valk-a- l'lion - Start luhsta Park 
Western Square Dancers
Oerlin Dusky Show’ With Belte (Waharn • Nor,n Watson and
Gh-and Siam v..
lOke-ls .■}Ad%amce;'. SS.AO.x'yy,,,, 
-\'';0:^ .Gate; ;..':S4y00"':
Place - Sandown Raix i raek.
1 icdvcts A' ailahle a!
Oiwen's Pavless I redru k's Shoes
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SIDNEY, B.C PHONE 6S6-3944
. . ... ._ ^. ........ • Ti ■ •...J V-1 n ■^•f -■ 1 ■ •. iks“vys»rS- ■ i ?iiii5''WL
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Our pcr.-oiiiai \%i-.l’i O ior vuu to iia\f a luu filled, hap|)\'-”o- 
!iiek\ weekend ;i1 liu' S11)N1’,N I ,\1R.
ll’din al! \ ee.ir Irieiids a! ......
Tlie Island Timitu re JVIart Lul.
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Vou'Ii iu-\tT in a liiograpiiy
ahoiil tin" liii.' J'S^RI.IN HI SK^ 
licfuia' lu- v\a> an t-nUa taincr. i hcrr ’ivas 
none! He cNrn (!■a\^k‘(^ cnti'ilainin^^ly.
i'lVRlJN \sas h(in’ in I hi! River, 
Missouri, a t(u\n. iin*n so sinai!. il ’aas 
Dvonc l<i iie inislaken ior a li\ sju'ck iiv 
uiaji makers. Ihis ninsK'a! nis])n'alion 
undouhlcdK was liorn during llie |H‘ri(»d 
■ nf liivu' his nunher ju-rniiKcd lier front 
•jiarlom to he nsec! as a reliearsal iiall hy 
the lianili'l s loeal hovs and yirls, liien 
liuitai's, and sillier niusirai insirmnenls. 
Ik'iny surrounded h\ this niusiea! alidilv 
neriuiiis. also resulleii in an uneoms sous 
iiiou'ahl tjeisiy inijilanieii in ! !, Rt .lNS
mind th.U some day he woultliiaie to in'
^ -inicens seood.as thesv'-anusicians. lauild y 
' ' this have lieen the' real birilrdate ■ l<»r'.: 
:t."-',"td i :y • pserido-artisf 'bv tliename 'Oi; Snrion ■■■;/
, . Crnni vsher would -one (lay s]irinir hi Ide^;
"'' y'froni'the ', cix’lil sve' '■ rninil-■'ol 'hlsRl-lN-
■sb:;yFEHLjjva';husky.'■ ; y : .'dt nuSKY':*dy
I KKl.lN mi home fod., hitch in lltc Mc,-,:i,.,nt Mm inc mnl D-Onx- liinn.i hint ...nice 4S . 
In...!', .)f c....liil...iiis iji.lll'.fii'c lin.ins in't.-mn of O.cil..,...y He I.ilc’ .."...■ho .. cl.......
as a “Volunteer Gminer’-as a result of his action duriny tin hatlle. : _
.\f:|cr crnplclins xc.nicc he movc.i to tin- iVest Comt nh.nc he l.c^.n. .ccoi-.l.ns »™Syy-n: 
..f Tcriv IVcslon. Tc.-.v neve.- .|,.iic ,m„lc it u.nl il n.onh n.tt.l H.Ui.lS (. otcc.l It.s 
..tt.t tlitk of ■■('.oi.c” iisitn^ hit real name la.ni a.liiina !...ct.a..,...,«l s.ns.as I.. .........1 .... I 1 In
co„.tt,t .hvlhmi that he hi. f av tliH. Tl.it lime '■(ionc" . aianat |oiMtKI...N a .... .m. h-'
..c.a,.al tia.,llvh,c o.,c.,nilli..n salct of ,l,c .ilsl, .....1 alto non lo. him rtillho.n.l t li.v.lc c.ottn
tthi, I, tc.t ..n.,..-,lc,l lo him on VVallcr WnchcliS TV Sl.otv: Si... c that .intc. In- t .... ...V
■■Min.o of a Itov..." -I I ccl U. ll.a- .Ml tSc-.^- -I < ".hi ''mS All .S.ul.,,- "H.al OM.t 1
lot,, ton So Mnd,." -Kve-V Sic,, of .he Wat," -Simon (aomt.- v Nh, ..cm lie, c lo
Slav." pint l allci, Sla,-." ami mant o.lnas. i" .lal,' 1..' h.., sol.l w.H '.'.a 41) „„,li..., .nm.i'
and AS csti'ni planers, w'.nidwide.
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! ^local putcbffs Htb’
! SrQti^Ul'cMens^Qar. \ \ \!ai;hu;k noi.i.iw.wnHTih fm,,,,...,"
hir.Ci ilTACON AVfhUt:, SIHMcY, h.C.
PHONE 656-2632
/ , /, \ il ',,7 f (i'?// P' 'i‘ ’ i'
r.! i\ i.,1 it I c i.. i -i o 1.. I..! rs o IV (:> fs i i <
1-^ M / ; \\ !.t i-A e. by f s r * • ■
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AND STAFF
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BOOK AiMO STATiOPaBRY L.TO.
VERN GORDON

















—- THE CLOSEST WRECKER TO THE FERRY’
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH AREA j
Mechanical Repairs ■ Emergency Road Service
- 24 HOURS -
NIGHTS - 656-3461 




-I.ions Pancake Breakfast Beaeam Plaza Mali, 
you can eat for S1.25)
*8:45-10:15 .N.M. -Parade marshalling at Fifth St. and Malaview.
’ 1 1‘00 X .M. -Parade starts cio^vn Malaview to Ihird to Beacon to
.Sanriown Race I rack.
-Start of Seafood Fiesta - Sandown Race irack; . 
-Opening cerimonies and presentations 
-Opening i»f the Bavari;m Gardens 
Flntertainment - Rats' Kapelle Band.
-V'arictv Show - Sandown Race Irack.





-The Wig 8: Dickie Siiow
-Alex Stuart andMary Grant
-The Totem Tones - Barlnnshop Quartet
-Steve Ivings - Impressioncst
-La Coste The Magician
-Rae Burns Dimcers
















X S!I,K SC.RF,F;MNG ()riG-2421
S'lULL'S r.V. CFNIRK 
QUASAR 1)\ MOTOROLA
COLOR TV ♦ B & W » STEREO COMPONENTS 
;<■(' service everylliiiie




2481 BEACON AVENUE 
P.O. BOX 2006. SIDNEY . B.C.
^JLLBjy
DEALERS FOR:
O.M.C. Stetndrive Volvo-Penia 
Waukesha Marine EZ Loader 
Roadrunner Trailers Lund Boats , 
K 8i C Thernioglass Campion Boats] 
Evinrude O.B. Motors
SALES • PARTS •SERVICE 
BOATS • MOTORS tTRAI LERS
2238 HARBOUR RD. SIDNEY
656-3167
SPARLING REAL ESTATE LTD
ESTATE”INSURAMCE
MAMAGEUflENT
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
SINCE 1925
OFFICES AT 2489 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY, B.C. TEL. 656-5511
■§i^nlnJl It’araain ^lousc
GIB. ond THELMA BAAL 2,-l72 BEACON AVE 
TEL, 656-3621 SIDNEY, B.C.
Sidney Pharmacy [.td
ij [i IHLGHAK* H t - 656





7/(/.'(' <1 nite (lav'




G-L-VYLL HAULING - SAND - TOPSOIL 
CONTRACT HAULING
BILL OLSON
i h, 6S6 d'fiO?.
\ BOP ud(.'t!V'i<,!| ijOn 
R R h hlDNPY ■ B C
i RE-ELECT r





Norm, A native r)!' X'ietoria has toured 
with great country stars such as Will 










IVI, 6(11 (i.Ki T212
m
The
WIG N: lUCKIE SHOW 
I'eaturing Johnny Haydn 
T’ric A- Boh MeQuillan
And slating from Condon Cng.
T/A.v 7't>/n' Si'n< lair
RENO - ENTRY FORM
l-ll 1. 0\T and iiring (o
SANHOWN IvACr. IRACR






^iiliK-w B.C. .\l.uuii;<T l.i’ii .\u.!insiHi
RKINKLL BO.VrS
HONDA MOTORCYCLES 
HARLEY DAVIDSON GOLF CARS 

















O RMCL' CAI IS 
O ! PNA,N. f
S|ic(i.ili/,ini', In:




■I ,J | li'i hr.Ill 
• Mn\ I'li'iM's 
•Siairmi'nl' 
•Bii'inrs' (!,nils
JAb'J lU ACON AVI, Nlir SIDNt Y H C 









for the use of
PLEASANT AND 
DELICIOUS DINING
IN THE PATRICIA 
ROOM.
SANDOWN STEAK AND LOBSTER
RACE BANQUET FACILITIES
TRACK
L j PHONE 656-1176
MiiiiiHnmiltM
THE DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
WISHES
THE KINSMEN ALL THE BEST DURING
that'sthewish df your Greditunipn- -. ^ 
your complete,dne-stop financial centre
* FRPE chequing accounts * safety deposit boxes





providing financial service for 25 years
Mow toui lociitionsVS) SholDouov- St. 4/172 W«t Sannich
Open: Tucs
iV'iCtOI lit VlCTOlUl
s, - Thurs. 10 • B, Fri. 10 -6, Sat. 10 - 1
Brontwoou B/iv
PUINIl l. IN Ml.M N. lU . nV I'l'NINM I.A I'KlNirus
